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CHAPTER I
CO-OPERATIVE OFFICE PRACTICE
TRAINING PROBLEMS
Business educators are becoming increasingly aware that
some provision must be made in the high school curriculum to
make office practice courses more functional, and to help the
pupils make the necessary adjustment from the classroom to
the business office. It is the purpose of this study to cor-
relate the skills mastered in the classroom with those found
in actual working conditions by means of real-life situations,
so that students will apply what they have learned. By
working under actual business conditions, the pupils gain a
better understanding of the standards, qualifications, and
procedures of business. Through this training, the students
not only become familiar with office standards and require-
ments, but realize how essential and how vitally important
office practice training is to the demands of business.
Furthermore, the co-ordinator or Instructor becomes better
acquainted with business and the essentials of school
training.
In this study a co-operative training plan refers to a
plan by v/hlch a student attends classes in school on a part-
time basis, and works in an office during a portion of the
school day or on alternate weeks. During the time spent in
school, the pupil attends required classes sind receives
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technical and related training pertinent to the buslnees
offices. While employed, the student utilizes end practices
the knowledge and skills acquired in school, thus he is given
an insight into the necessity for pursuing further knowledge
and training.
^e office practice course refers to a program prepar-
ing students for the numerous office occupations. This
training Includes office work-duties and tasks performed by
clerks, typists, and stenographers.
In order to obtain a complete understanding of this
problem, it is necessary to consider certain facts about the
town of Suffield, Connecticut. The town is a residential
community eleven miles from Springfield, Massachusetts and
fifteen miles from Hartford, Connecticut. According to the
1940 Federal Census, it has a population of 4,475. Many of
the business men of Springfield make their homes there.
Although there are small grocery stores in Suffield, most of
the residents do their shopping in Springfield or Hartford,
Office practice graduates ordinarily find employment in the
various insurance companies in Hartford. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider insurance office training as a part
of the course. Accuracy, responsibility, and dealing with
figures are all vitally Important in training students for
insurance work,
Suffield has a six-year high school with an enrollment
of approximately four hundred pupils. Each year the business
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department trains about fifteen pupils to do office work.
Most graduates find employment in the Insurance companies.
For a small school the department is well equipped and the
Board of Education is willing to replace, repair or add to the
equipment if it is found advisable. Following is a list of
available equipment:
25 pica typewriters
1 elite typewriter
1 elite typewriter with a long carriage
1 Burroughs calculator
1 Comptometer
1 Crank-driven calculator
1 Barrett ten-key adding machine
1 Dictaphone
1 Electric mimeograph
1 liquid duplicator
2 gelatin duplicators
1 mimeograph slip sheeting device
1 Mimeo scope
25 filing boxes
25 sets miniature letters
1 vlctrola
1 set dictating records
1 set office practice records
2 sets Dictaphone records
1 large paper cutter
1 small paper cutter
1 large stapler
1 small stapler
Co-operative office practice training is not new to the
high school business department in Suffield. The following
is e Mat of the activities that were a pert of the 1945-1946
program:
1 . Working in the Suffield Service Center, twice a
week—filing, writing letters, etc.
2. Mimeographing the high school paper five times
a year
Working in the local banks during vacations
I
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4, Typing notices, letters, etc# for many of the
local organizations, churches, clubs, etc.
5# Addressing and stuffing envelopes for money
raising campaigns such as the Boy Scouts and
Connecticut Society for Crippled Children
6# Making excursions to Life Insurance Companies
and the Telephone Company in Hartford
7. Cashiering in the high school cafeteria
8. Taking charge of dues for class officers, trips
to Washington, and a trip to Columbia Scholas-
tic Press Association in New York City
Two leading Connecticut educators are cognizant of the
necessity for co-operative training. Grace, ^ State Commis-
sioner of Education, believes that through co-operative
training, schools will be able to make a better distinction
between vocational and personal-use values. Furthermore, he
feels that business educators should organize some functional
plan to prepare the numerous business-course pupils who have
the desirable qualifications for the office occupations.
pBoynton,'^ State Supervisor of Business Education for
Connecticut, says we must follow the same plan used by the
state trade schools for years. In other words, we must
correlate school instruction with actual experience. If the
high school attempts to prepare for vocational office workers
,
then v;e must establish relations with business experience
and office skills learned in school,
1. Haines, William E, "Co-Operative Secretarial Train-
ing," The Business Education World . November 1941, P.229-3('.
2. Boynton, Paul M, "Present Trends in Business Edu-
cation." The Balance Sheet
. September 1944, P, 21,
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5All too often high school business departments are crit-
icized by business men for inadequately trained graduates.
Yet, many companies are unwilling to co-operate with the
schools or to make inquiries of the school about qualifica-
tions of employees. It must be the duty of the 'business
department to create a way to serve business and to convince
them of the actual benefits that can be derived through
co-operation with the school, the employees, and the employers
There can be no doubt that the classroom cannot wholly
substitute for an office. The classroom is the place to
learn the fundamentals and to put into practice, as far as
possible, that which has been learned. However, it is im-
possible to create an actual office in the office practice
laboratory even though actual work may be done in the class-
room, Work done for the high school administrative offices
is a definite Incentive and an aid in obtaining experience,
but most of this type of work is apt to become mere repeti-
tion after a short time and thus lose its educational value.
The business department of the Suffield High School does a
great deal of work for outside organizations. Most of the
work done for outsiders is mimeographing. With the school
magazine which averages forty pages to an issue, the pupils
receive ample training in duplicating,
A great deal has been done to establish office standards.
Since requirements vary so widely among offices, it is impos-
sible to say just what must be accomplished in a high school
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program. Procedures in each business vary. For instance, one
company may insist upon all letters being typed in block form
with close punctuation; another firm may require the typing
of all letters in the Indented form with open punctuation.
Business educators can only bring these problems to the
attention of the student in a general way so that pupils will
be able to make adjustments easily.
It is impossible to train for any definite office. For
instance, one girl may be placed in the telephone office
every two or three years. The school would not be justified
in giving everyone in the department a working knowledge of
the telephone office. However, the skills that have been
learned in the classroom by the students, should be so well
learned that they can be transferred from one situation to
new and varying ones as the occasion arises.
Another Important factor in the training of more employ-
able high school business-course graduates is that of desir-
able qualifications of an office worker. Most qualifications
are rather general and quite broad covering such aspects as
business ethics, dress, character, and attitudes. Usually
when a person involuntarily terminates employment from a
company, it is not because he lacks the necessary skills on
the job, but because of personal qualifications. Therefore,
it is urged that each pupil know the type of work he will
probably enjoy most, how to prepare for this work, and how
to find employment in his desired occupation. Then, he
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should he given further guidance in maintaining and progress-
ing in his field. Frequently this lack of knowledge results
in failure on the part of the graduate, and, in most cases
results in an expense to the employer. Proper guidance in
many cases has given the student a much better start in his
position when he had been subjected to part-time training
while in school.
Each employer usually follows a definite plan in selec-
|
ting his employees. Although the employment procedures may
vary among employers, most business men are looking for
similar qualifications in their workers. Pear and Jordan^
|
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of the Psychological Corporation, New York City, have devised
an evaluation form for employees to be used in co-operation
with the interview. This particular form has been found to
be quite effective. Since this evaluation form was the
result of an investigation for industrial organizations, high
schools should make a study of it in order to determine the
demands of business. This should also aid in establishing
important and essential information in the office practice
course. See Appendix A for a sample of the employee form
devised by Fear and Jordan. This form gives an excellent
example of what industry is looking for in our graduates.
The particular Illustration chosen was used in employing a
high school graduate seeking a position as a junior stenog-
1. Fear, Richard A. and Jordan, Byron. Employee
Evaluation Manual for Interviewers . The Psychological Cor-
poration. New York, New York. Appendix. 1943.
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At tlie 1946 New England High School ComnE rcial Teachers
Association, Miss Geraldine !• 0*Brien, assistant chief super-
visor of the Stenographic Department of Travelers Insurance
Company, Hartford, Connecticut furnished everyone with mimeo-
graphed sheets entitled Hints for Secretaries
.
These sheets i
are particularly valuable to prospective employees for they
j
do give the student an idea of what some companies expect
[
from their employees. See Appendix B for a copy of the
leaflet entitled Hints for Secretaries.
^ - III I
In striking contrast to this company, we have other in-
surance companies in Hartford that do not have any rules and
I regulations whatsoever. Therefore, it is particularly Impor-
tEint for business educators to see that graduates will not
|
I
have too many adjustment problems in their initial position. j
In order to make co-operative training work successful,
a co-ordinator is necessary. The co-ordinator or supervisor
serves as a medium for the school, the pupil, and the employer*
If the employer finds that the trainee needs more training in
some phase of his work, or needs to improve certain personal
qualities, the co-ordinator acts as the go-between in helping
to solve the problem. Consequently , difficulties that are so
often found in the initial position frequently may be over-
come during the training period and save discouragement and
failure for the pupil later. In addition, the teacher becomes
better acquainted with the problems of the business man as
’1
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well as his point of view. Thus, the business teacher is able
to be of service not only to the employee, but also to the
employer.
A work-e3<perlence plan must be well supervised in order
to attain the most desirable results. Through proper super-
vision not only will the Instructor be able to learn more
about the business world, but he will be better qualified to
acquaint his pupils with the problems they will meet after
graduation.
Work experience is not new. Apprenticeship training
existed as far back as four thousand years. Only a hundred
years ago a journeyman or apprentice was entrusted to a mas-
ter workman who was a tradesman in his field. Before an
apprentice engaged in any form of training, the father of the
prospective trainee signed a contract or indenture agreement
with the master worker. The Instruction largely was that of
imitating the master. Frequently this training lasted seven
years and the master assumed the entire charge and responsi-
bility of the trainee. It was the master* s duty to feed,
clothe, and care for the physical, moral and religious
training of his apprentice. At first all training was done
in the home, but with the inventions and Increase of factory
production, apprenticeship training was no longer practical.
This type of training existed in certain trades, parti-
cularly in England and in Central Europe; it was not found
to a great extent in the United States. After World V/ar I
9
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this type of training became non-existent in England, but was
still found in some sections of Central Europe.
During the Colonial Period in America there were only a
small number of business establishments where the owner
trained his employees. "On-the-job" instruction was found
primarily in the fields of farming and craftsmanship. Since
this form of training was unable to give theoretical instruc-
tion in business skills, some individuals began to give
instruction in such subjects as penmanship, arithmetic, and
bookkeeping. From this beginning, the business schools grad-
ually came into existence. Eventually business training, or
business subjects, were Introduced into high schools. How-
ever, it was not until the twentieth century that business
training began to flourish in the public high schools.
In 1908 Fitchburg, Massachusetts launched upon the first
co-operative training program between the work- shop and the
school. The factory served as a laboratory for this training.
Although this was not a business program, it is one that has
helped to pave the way for co-operative business training
work experience.
Trade schools have developed to the extent that they have
taken the place of the apprenticeship system in preparing
young people for employment. The New York Trade School,
founded in 1881, was the first Important school of its kind in
the United States. Five years later the Boston public schoolsi
organized a co-operative machine shop training plan. In 1915

New York City established a retail co-operative plan. Macy’s
Department Store developed a co-operative program and is still
carrying on this form of training in its store. Shortly after
this, Boston, Massachusetts and Rochester, New York organized
similar programs.
One of the most Important factors in promoting vocational
education end certain phases of work education in the United
States was the Smith-Hughes Act, which became effective in
February, 1917. The chief provisions of this act are:^
1. An annual appropriation for co-operating with the
states in paying salaries of teachers, supervisors,
and directors of agriculture
2. An annual appropriation for co-operating with the
states in paying the teachers of industrial sub-
jects
3. An annual appropriation for training teachers of
agriculture and industrial education
4. Establishment of a Federal Board of Vocational
Education, to consist of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, Secretary of Commerce, United States
Commissioner of Education, and three citizens of
the United States to be appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate. One
appointee to represent agricultural Interests,
one labor interests, and one interests of manu-
facturers and commerce.
However, the Smith-Hughes Act provided only for voca-
tional education in agriculture, home economics, and trades
and Industries, but was vague in its provision for business
education. Business teachers were even less articulate in
interpreting any such provisions. Labor disputes greatly
1. The American Educator Encyclopedia . The United
Educators, Inc. Chicago. Volume V. 1936. P. 1686.
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handicapped the growth of the co-operative work education
phase of the Smith-Hughes Act with the depression of 19 SO.
Business tried to capitalize on the act to eliminate union mem-
bers by employing student apprentices. In general, labor
unions discouraged the program except where the union felt
they could be benefited by the plan. Other unions felt that
they should have a Joint co-operation with the employer and the
trainee. Business educators have probably lost an earlier
opportunity in establishing such a program. The unions have
not been very successful in organizing the business occupa-
tions and therefore have not greatly Interferedd with the
establishing of business co-operative training.
In 1937 the George-Deen Act was passed which provided for
distributive education which is a part of business education.
Previous to this, Federal acts only made provision for the
following vocational education programs: agriculture, trades
and industries, end home economics. The most significant
contributions to distributive education are found in the
second and sixth sections of the George-Deen Act. Some of
the outstanding features of this act are:^
Section two provides for the appropriation of money and
reads as follows:
This sTjm is to be spent for salaries and necessary •
travel expenses of teachers, supervisors, and direc-
1. Digest of Annual Reports of State Boards for Voca-
tional Education to the United States Office of Education .
Vocational Division. Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1942. P. 31.
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tors of, and maintenance of teacher-training in dis-
tributive occupational subjects in such States and
Territories.
Section six of the act specifies that:
The appropriations made by this act for distributive
occupational subjects shall be limited to part-time
and evening schools as provided in said act of Feb-
ruary 25, 1917, for trade, home economi^'cs, and indus-
trial subjects and as qualified by the provisions of
this Section,
Also, Section six further specifies that:
Only students eligible for enrollment in Federally
aided distributive classes are workers legally em-
ployed in a distributive occupation. Section 11 of
the Smith-Hughes Act provides reimbursement to part-
time schools or classes for workers 14 years of age
who have entered upon employment .... It also
specifies that evenlnsr schools shall confine instruc-
tion to that which is supplemental to the daily
employment.
As yet no Federal aid has been established for office
practice which trains for a large portion of commercial pro-
grams in the present day high school curriculum. Although
the (Jeorge-Deen Act made rather excellent provision for
co-operative education for some fields, schools have not yet
taken advantage of the opportunity to promote co-operative
work education. Since the office training phase of vocational
education does not have any of these provisions, it is neces-
sary to provide independent programs of co-operative work
education \mtll such provision is made.
In spite of the fact that there has not been a Federal
fund available for this type of training, Suffield, like
many other communities, has made provision for such training
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in Its program. However, some Federal recognition is advis-
able if co-operative education is to become an effective part
of business education. There is a definite need for some
standardization in order that worthwhile programs will be
established and other programs will be further improved.
To summarize, the purpose of this study is:
1. To show the need of correlating skills learned in
school with those found in the business office.
2. To define the meaning and purpose of a co-operative
work- experience plan Insofar as it is related to
office training.
3. To e^q^ress the duties and necessity for a co-
ordinator in such a program.
4. To define the purpose of the office practice class.
5. To describe the conditions of the business depart-
ment at Suffield High School.
6. To learn the opinion of business men and educators
in regard to part-time training.
7. To express some of the advantages of co-operative
training to the school and business.
8. To study the legislature and history of work-
e3q)erience.
9. To establish a work-e^erience program in the
business department of Suffield High School.
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CHAPTER II
DIGEST OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD
Co-operative training for office practice in the high
schools has not as yet been established to a universal degree.
Therefore, it is relatively difficult to obtain information
that is detailed enough to give an exact picture of the pro-
grams that have already been established. However, such
material that is available warrants careful consideration.
In many of the business magazines such as the Business Educa-
tion World , and the Joiirnal of Business Education recent
articles have been and are constantly being published which
show that there is a definite value as well as a growing trend
for organizing work-experience programs in the secondary
schools. Each month articles are appearing to strengthen the
cause for establishing such a program. The following are
some of the plans that have already been put into practice to
provide for office practice work-experience in the high
schools. Most of the articles do not give a complete and true
plctxire of the plan, but as a whole will warrant careful study
and consideration of the problem of work-experience programs,
Wyoming High School,^ Illinois with a population of less
than 2,000, organized a program v/hereby the students work in
1. Adams, Doris L, "Making Office Practice Pay," The
Business Education World, November 1945, P, 127.
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Ia business office two hours each day that would ordinarily
|
have been spent in the classroom plus two or three additional
hours. The duties were found to be varied and consisted of
such tasks as mimeographing, operating the dictaphone, dupli-
cating, typing and transcribing. Also, the work Included
duties performed for the Community Club, high school office
and other departments, and the local business concerns.
Jackson High School,^ Michigan organized a co-operative
plan with the local business concerns in order to teach desir-
able habits, attitudes, and skills found in the business
offices. A co-ordinator and advisory committee were formed to
take charge of the necessary training. During the two semes-
ters devoted to this part-time work, a variety of training
was given. All Instruction was on an Individual basis in
order to make certain that all students were employable. Par-
ticular stress was placed on the skills and procedures of the
position..for which they were training. The termination of the
employment rested with the employer. Students were encouraged
to offer suggestions in order to Improve their training. Since
the advisory committee worked as a medium, the ideas sugges-
ted were not .only of value to the pupils, but also to the
employer. This training has been so successful that it is
now a regular part of the office practice training course.
1. Pox, Deyo. "Co-operative Business Education in
Jackson." American Business Education Digest . December 1944.
P, 59-60.
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Hershey High School,^ Pennsylvania organized a work-study
program through a meeting of the local school officials and
the various business organizations, A co-ordinator was
appointed to supervise the eight-week training course in the
various offices in the community. During the second semester
of the senior year each commercial student was given eight
weeks of part-time office work. The trainees reported to work
in the morning and at noon they returned to classes. A revi-
sion of class schedules was necessary in order to put the plsin
into operation. Upon returning to school the students were
required to submit a daily report of their work and then a
thirty-minute group' discussion followed. Pupils were selected
for each position according to the type of work for which they
were best suited. Training was offered in clerical, bookkeep-
ing, and secretarial occupations. If a student was foimd to
be unwisely placed, then he would remain in the classroom
until a suitable position was found for him. At the end of
the training period, the employer filled out a form and sub-
mitted a detailed report of the progress of each student.
These reports were placed in the school office for future
reference and use. Frequently the positions held by the stu-
dents became permanent. Hershey found that this plan was
beneficial to both students and business. Employers were
1, Groff, Hlrma A, ’’Work-Study Program at Hershey.”
American Business Education Digest . December 1944. ’’Postwar
Planning What the Schools are Doing.” American Business Edu-
cation Digest . November 1944. P, 59-60.
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given an opportunity to study the personnel before employment,
and to better \mder stand many of the school teaching problems.
Also, the students became acquainted with the responsibilities
of making a living. This plan has been so successful that the
high school plans to continue the practice of co-operative
office training.
Roosevelt High School,^ Washington, D. C.
,
has established,
a part-time work program for the clerical and stenographic
seniors. A co-ordinator plans and supervises the program. In
order that students are not exploited, the co-ordinator visits
the offices and urges that the pupils receive work in as many
of the departments of the company as possible so that the
training will be practical end worthwhile. Students are re-
quired to do satisfactory school work before they can be
employed. Each pupil is required to keep an accurate record
of the number of hours he works and also the amount of wages
he earns. Each pupil attends morning classes and is dismissed
early so that he may be employed part-time. While each pupil
is in the office, the co-ordinator visits him in order to
determine the progress of his work and to give him a rating.
Many of the students who are able to pass the Civil Service
Tests are placed in Government Offices.
Stonington High School,^ Connecticut, has incorporated a
1. Dame, J. Frank. "Co-operative Business Education."
Business Education Outlook . 1944-1945.
2. Stewart, Marie M. "Co-operation Really Works." The
Business Education World. March 1942. P. 598-602.
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ten-week co-operative plan whereby all students in the office
practice class work in a business office from three to five
each day. Every Friday the class hour is devoted to dis-
cussions of job problems. Each member of the class is require<
.
to submit one problem pertaining to his particular work expe-
rience. The class then discusses the problems and attempts
to solve the difficulty or to make suggestions to prevent a
reoccurence of the problem. Grades are given during this
period in order to motivate students to prepare a worthwhile
class presentation.
Minnesota High School,^ Minneapolis started a work-
experience program in 1944. The class consisted of around 120
pupils who were composed primarily of "A” students and were
employed by about 75 employers. A co-ordinator supervised
the work and also acted as the Instructor for the class in
occupational relations. Credit was given for the outside
work. Careful planning was done by the supervisor and the
employer. The class period was devoted to helping students
with their individual problems as well as Instructions on
materials essential to all office workers. Most of the stu-
dents were employed in the same manner as a full-time worker.
The co-ordinator is responsible for securing the places of
employment for most of the pupils. Instruction on the job was
found to be given either by demonstration or by explanation,
1. Andrews, Margaret E. "How A Co-operation Program
Works, in Minneapolis," The Business Education World, April
1945. P. 412-414,
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adnabBda gnir'Ieri od bedovab aBw bolnaq aeaXo exfT .na'^olqino
no anoldoundenl bb Xlav, bb axi’oidonq iBirblvlonl nlarid ridlw
-rida arid lo dcoM .aTari’xov; eolllo IXb od iBldnaaaa aXal'iedBin
.'larinow am’.d-XItfl b sb 'lannsn aniBa ©rid nl ba’^colqora anew adnab
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During the course of employment a few trainees v/ere given
conferences about the progress of their work. Also, it was
found that students were not doing the same type of work at
the end of their employment as they were at the beginning of
their training.
,
i
Topeka High School,^ Kansas, has established a c<^op€a:iatlve'
i[
part-time work experience plan whereby students attend classes '
in the morning and are employed in the local business offices
|j
during the afternoon. These pupils are paid the minimum wages
j
i
for their work. Half of the salary of the co-ordinator is
j
paid by the State Board for Vocational Education from funds
of the Smith-Hughes Act. This plan provides aid to the local
!
business men and also provides valuable training for the
(
pupils. In order to enroll in the office practice class, a j!
i;
knowledge of typewriting is required. Further instruction is ;
!
given in typewriting. Also, instruction is planned so as to
j!
cover the various duties required in office positions such as '
i!
duplicating and developing other skills. The supervisor
;l
renders individual attention to each trainee according to his II
;|
specific needs. Constant guidance is maintained throughout
j
the entire course. Employment is sought for each pupil on the
j
basis of his individual ability. Any problems found on the i
!
job are brought to the attention of the co-ordinator for the j
proper solution. Each trainee is expected to prepare and 1
1. Shotwell, H. D. "How A Co-operative Part-Time Class !
Works." The Business Education World. March 1944, P, 392-393* !
v-»
carry out a budget so that he will be able to save and spend
his money wisely. If a student has been absent from school,
provision may be made so that the student may use a class
related period to make up his other school work. This plan
was felt necessary since the pupils were working after school.
The advisory committee, ^ich is composed of business men,
have been very helpful. Suggestions they have made for new
equipment, etc. have been favorably considered by the board
of education. Furthermore, the plan enables the co-ordinator
to become better acquainted with the business men and to deter-
mine the standards, wages, qualifications, etc. used in the
local offices. The co-ordinator visits the trainees at least
twice every four or five weeks. If a student needs more super-
i
vision, then he is visited more often. Through the weekly
report sheets student problems arise. Often the type of
machine used in the duties performed will decide what train-
ing is necessary in the classroom. Topeka also provides stu-
dents to work for community affairs, junior high school
teachers, and senior high school teachers. In order for the
part-time plan to be successful, it was necessary to convince
the business men that there was a definite distinction between
the work done by co-operative students and regular high school
students.
Special attention is given in the classroom to insure the
best possible results. Job analysis sheets covering the
fjneqe bciQ evea oj alcffi 9cf IXiv/ ari iBifd oe ^s^ijJLfcf a J-i/o
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,
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duties performed by each student help to improve classroom
instruction. Too much individual pupil guidance is guarded
against so that the student will not be deprived from practice
on essential machines. Pupils must know how to work \mder
pressure and provision for productivity is provided in the
classroom. Employable typing skills and speed ar*e stressed
at the beginning of the school year. Clerical aptitude tests
are administered to provide guidance information and to
accustom students to taking tests. Through a testing program
the pupils gain confidence and efficiency. Also an incentive
to do satisfactory work and to take the Federal and state-
office employment tests is created by such a program.
Wilmington High School,^ for the last eighteen years has
provided part-time work experience for the seniors in the
business department. The second semester of the office prac-
tice class is divided into two groups, one spending alternate
two v/eeks in the classroom and the other working alternate two
weeks in business offices. At the end of each two-v;eek em-
ployment period the employer fills out a report sheet that is
used as a basis for remedial instruction during class periods.
See Appendix C for the report form that has been used success-
fully in the Wilmington co-operative training program. Stu-
dents find some of the positions, but many are found by the
1. Haines, William E. ’’Organizing a Co-operative Part-
Time Business Education Program for the Secondej?y School.”
Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, Fourteenth Yearbook,
1941. P. 279-292.
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co-ordinator. Students work with and without pay and it is
felt that both offer excellent work experience. The
co-ordinator makes certain that the pupils are not exploited
and also that each company understands that these pupils are
trainees and not skilled workers. Frequently the student is
given a permanent position in the company when he graduates
from high school.
The business men of Wilmington are approached with the
idea that it is the place of business to take a part in the
education of the pupils for vocational office training. In
organizing and administrating the program, the follov/ing
problems are encountered;
1. Selling the idea to the business men.
2. Providing for those unsuited to enter the
offices without further training.
3. Organizing weak points in instruction that
are necessary on the job.
4. Solving legislative problems.
5. Readjusting the high school program.
6. Gaining full cooperation of students, teachers
and administrators.
Dayton Co-operative High School,^ Ohio is a separate high
school devoted entirely to co-operative training. Industrial
arts part-time work was started in 1926. The first year the
class consisted of 18 girls, but by 1940 there were over 250
1. Riegel, Gladys M. "Co-Operative Business Education
in Dayton, Ohio." American Business Education Digest . Decem-
ber 1944. P. 74-76, 91.
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boys and girls enrolled. During World V/ar II the school was
unable to supply the demand for co-operative students.
Sometimes students fill in when extra help is needed, but
ordinarily two pupils alternate for a period of two weeks in
/
one position. At first the trainees were taken from the
eleventh and twelfth grades, but at present they Include the
tenth grade.
In order to be admitted to the co-operative high school,
the pupils must fulfill the following requirements;
1. Complete at least one year of high school.
2. Show an interest and aptitude for the vocation
selected,
3. Secure the consent of their parents or guardian.
4. Possess an adequate personality.
5. Show maturity for the choice of their vocation.
Special attention is given to the advisory committee in
order to make certain the plan functions successfully. The
advisory committee consists of the superintendent, local busi-
ness men, and Federal and State Boards of Vocational Education,
Skilled Instructors must have experience in their parti-
cular field. Although non-skilled instructors are not
required to have experience, it is desired that they have had
some previous business experience. All teachers possess high
school certificates as well as special vocational certificates.
The co-ordinator is required to have practical experience. It
is his duty to counsel each student during his entire school
SUV Loocioz eilct II ‘XJ3’.Y Llrto^ yriJ/u/u .fislloiri© s'^od
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program. Frequently graduates return for advice after grad-
uation. In addition to guidance, and placement, the super-
visor visits the trainees to determine how well the program
is operating.
Some of the most important advantages found valuable to
the students in this program are:
1. Opportunity for all to choose, try out, and train
for the vocation desired.
2. Individual attention is given to developing native
ability,
3. Money earned sometimes enables pupils to complete
their training whereas otherwise they might drop
out of school,
4. Development of initiative £ind self-reliance.
5. Training in the knowledge of policies and stand-
ards of the company.
6. Increased Interest in classroom work because of
a felt need for the instruction.
7. Clesiring house on information for business
graduates
.
In addition, it was found that part-time training was an
advantage to employers for such training provided the follow-
ing benefits;
1. Trained workers for the positions.
2. Reduction of turnover because of misfits.
3. Reliable placement service in the school.
4. Promotion of trainees to experienced workers.
However, in order to make a training program work, the
co-ordinator must visit each student while he is working so
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that he is given the best possible knowledge of the local
offices. This procedure shoiild also produce a more worthwhile
and effective guidance and counseling program. As a result of
this supervision, further instruction on c ertain phases of the
work may be found essential.
Spring Valley High School,^ Nev/ York started a co-operati-v
training course as an experiment and it is nov; permanently
established in the curriculum. The local offices were willing
to allow the senior girls to work part-time in the offices in
order that they might gain experience on the available office
machines. Although the companies were not in need of addi-
tional help, they were willing to cooperate with the school
so that the graduates would be able to have some training on
office machines. Two students assumed duties in each company
and alternated every two weeks for an eight-week period. The
girls worked from one to five in the office v/ithout pay. It
was found that February and March were the best months for
engaging in a work-experience program. Work was established
in several types of concerns and the work was varied on each
job. Each pupil was placed according to her ability to ful-
fill the duties to be performed in each office. Upon return-
ing to school, the first day, the office practice class was
devoted to a discussion of problems emd work activities each
pupil encountered on the job, A report sheet was also sent to
1, Ellis, Zalda A. ’’Business Co-operates With a Small
High School” The Business Education V/orld. May 1945.
P. 470-472, 511.
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the school at the end of each work-period. See Appendix D for
a copy of the report form used at Spring Valley. Next year
the school will try to improve the effectiveness of the program
by listing the duties that each student should come in contact
with before graduation. This sheet will be submitted to each
employer who will check the general office duties that each
pupil performs during the four weeks at work. As far as possi-
ble the company will make provision for these duties so t hat
each student will receive the most desirable work experience.
Oneida High School,^ Nev/ York has solicited the coopera-
tion of the school and the business men in order to improve
their secretarial classes. At the outset the school sent a
questionnaire to all employers in Oneida to determine the
following:
1. . Type of worker desired.
2. Kinds of office machines used.
3. Criticisms of graduate employees.
See Appendix E for a copy of the questionnaire. As a
result of the survey, seventy-five per cent replied. It was
found that the school was unable to supply the desired office
machines. Therefore the sales manager of the largest office
in Oneida expressed his willingness to cooperate with the
school by allowing students to work part-time. Students workec
half a day in the office under a supervisor or department head,
1. V/einer, Esther. ’’Apprenticeship Training in Secretarial
Practice.” The Business Education World. January 1940.
P. 413-415.
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Prom this beginning, a dozen prominent business men were
invited to discuss apprenticeship training. The high school
principal explained the plan and the sales manager, who had
been so cooperative, explained the advantages of such a plan.
Seventeen girls were placed as a result of this meeting and
the following types of jobs were established:
1. Assuming entire charge of the office.
2. Working under a supervisor.
3. Starting in a department of primary interest and
then shifting to another department.
The group was divided into two groups each reporting on
alternate days. The trainees were further divided into the
following classifications: filing clerks, bookkeepers, stenog-
raphers, secretaries, and mimeograph operators. At the end of
the year the co-ordinator submitted a complete report of the
work of each pupil to the school.
From the rating schedules filled out by the employers,
the following significant comments were noted:
1, A desire to please, and work quietly and indus-
triously,
2, Lack of initiative and need for more practice
and training.
3, Need for instruction in correct methods of
sitting and standing.
Work experience is also provided for in the various
school offices. Many schedules had to be changed so that
students had their classes only in the morning and were free
to go to work during the afternoon.
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It was found that the business men were taking advantage
of the high school employment service which resulted from
co-operative training. Part-time work has proved satisfactory
for it has provided the following:
1. Training that could not be done in the school.
2. Employable students.
3. Better understanding by the business men of
school problems.
So far this digest of materials has included only arti-
cles pertaining to the part schools are doing to develop
training for office part-time work. It would be well to con-
sider some of the views of some of the leading business educa-
tors,
Haines, Supervisor of Business Education, Wilmington,
Delaware has done a great deal toward encouraging co-operative
training in the high school. He has written extensively for
The Business Education World . These articles have brought
before many business educators some of the plans that have
been organized for peu*t-time training within the last few
years. It is his belief^ that only through actual contact with
the office can a student really have a working knowledge of
employment. Therefore, it should be the duty of the employer
and the school to help bridge the gap between the office and
the classroom.
1. Haines, William E. "Co-operative Secretarial Train-
ing." The Business Education World
. April 1942. P. 703.
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Nichols,^ Professor emeritus of Harvard University be-
lieves that this is an essential and functional part of voca-
0
tional business education. He does not advocate any particular
schedule for use in the schools, for he feels that the needs
of the community should be the deciding factor. Although any
kind of work experience is valuable, our objectives would be
at a loss unless the program provided definite training and
provision necessary for office work.
p
Kibby, Chief, Bureau of Business Education, California
State Department of Education says co-operative part-time
classes are the best procedure for high school pupils to secure
experience before graduation and employment on the first job.
This training provides for a co-ordinator who helps the stu-
dents to obtain the essential habits and attitudes which
cannot be properly taught in the classroom.
Raymond C. Goodfellow,^ Director of Business Education,
Newark, New Jersey also realizes the actual values that may be
derived through work experience. Business educators are becom-
ing aware of this type of training, but there are still far
too many business educators and administrators who do not feel
that we are ready to organize such a program. Thus, it is the
responsibility of the individual business educator to help
1. Ibid. P. 703.
2. Ibid. P. 703-704.
3.
Ibid. P. 704
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establish such a training so that others will be convinced of
the value and need for co-operative training.
Jack Milligan,^ Chief of Business Education Division,
Michigan State Board of Control for Vocational Education feels
that our best means of securing "practical education" is
through work experience. Many have criticized schools for
giving too much training in skilled subjects and not giving
sufficient attention to the training for the adjustment of the
individual after he graduates. Thus, work experience should
help remedy this problem. However, the training program must
be one with a definite value to the pupil and one which will
correspond to his school course. Since the company equipment
is used, this type of training might eliminate expensive
equipment. Also, classroom instruction should become more
interesting for the pupils.
Dr, Hamden L. Forkner,^ Director of Business and Voca-
tional Education, Columbia University, believes that although
some pupils can make the necessary adjustment between the
school and the office, many are unable to do this unless some
form of part-time work is provided for in the school program.
This training will add to the Interest of the pupils and in-
crease their desire to learn,
Dr, Earl G. Blackstone^ Professor of Commerce and
1. Ibid. P. 704-705.
2. Ibid. P. 705.
3.
Ibid. P. 705
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Education, the University of Southern California thinks that
co-operative training provides an incentive as v/ell as expe-
rience in addition to regular instruction. He points out that
in order to be successful a well-organized program should be
prepared so that the student will not be exploited, labor
organizations will not cause trouble, and the training will be
worthwhile
•
Dr, Paul S, Lomax, ^ Chairman, Department of Business Edu-
cation, New York University, has had experience in organizing
and managing co-operative part-time experience. He thinks
this is the best means students have of getting the required
training and that every high school should attempt to establish
such a program. He lists four essentials for a successful
co-operative plan. They are:
1, The school co-ordinator should be one who desires
and loiows how to deal with business firms effec-
tively.
2, The co-operative business concerns should be those
that sincerely believe in the educational soundness
of the co-operative plan and that will, therefore,
take a genuine. Intelligent interest in the students.
3. The co-operative students should be those who are
judged acceptable by the business concerns.
4. The participation of the students in the co-operative
plein should be approved by the parents or guardians
of such students.
In order to get a better picture of co-operative training,
it would be well to express the views of some of the business
men who are acquainted Mth this type of training.
1. Ibid. P. 705.
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Carl H. McKenzie,^ Secretary-Treasurer, Pennsylvania
Telephone Corporation, Erie, Pennsylvania feels that the future
of business education is going to rest primarily upon the
cooperation between schools and business. At present the
National Office Management Association (NOMA) is very a ctive
in organizing more successful co-operative plans. Where such
programs have been established, they haye been effective in
giving the business men a better picture of school procedures
and problems. The National Educational Committee of the
National Office Management Association recommends:
1. Improvement of training in office activities— the
three 0 * s
.
2. Improvement of training in operation of business
machines
.
3. Establishment of a short intensive course in busi-
ness law.
4. Establishment of a vocational guidance department.
5. Appointment of a Director of Business Education for
closer cooperation between business educators and
business men.
6. Establishment of sub-committees to study and report
on specific problems such as:
a. Opportunities for employment
b. Job analysis
c. Present instruction
d. Student selection and certification
e. Qualifications, placement and follow-up
programs
1. McKenzie, Carl H. "Cooperation Bewteen Business and
Education." The Journal of Business Education. June 1946.
P. 11-12.
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In addition, the committee offers the following as an aid
in further developing a program of cooperation:
1. Scheduled visitations to observe actual office
operations.
2. Short talks on employment needs of business offices.
3. Employment of teachers during summer months.
4. Use of business men as teachers.
Louis Keck,^ of Streitmann Biscuit Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio feels that schools and business need to cooperate. How-
ever he believes that the development of standard requirements
for all positions would qualify pupils for the job. The Office
Managers Association surveyed seventy-five managers and super-
!
visors who rated 193 employees who had graduated from the
Cincinnati public schools. The purpose was to make a compari-
son of hov/ each graduate had been rated in school with his
employer’s rating. The following results were found:
1. Those who had stenographic training in school were
found to be the most successful. The office machine
operators were fairly successful althou^ some had
not been completely trained or did not receive any
training. The clerical worker usually did not have
training and was not so successful. Frequently these
employees were found to be drop-out pupils.
2. Those who had been trained in school were rated
higher on the job, and those who were untrained were
rated at the bottom.
3. There was a definite relation betv/een personality
traits and the work they did on the job. Also there
was a noted significance that traits in the classroom
are usually the same as those found on the job.
1. Keck, Louis. "Cooperation Between Business and
Education." The Journal of Business Education. May 1946.
P. 9-11.
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As a result of this plan, the following recommendations
were suggested:
1, More careful selection of employees in regard to
personality traits. Seeking information through the
schools before hiring.
2. More attention to pupils not engaged in the steno-
graphic field. Need people trained in such things
as filing, duplicating, machine operation, etc.
In addition, the following suggestions for cooperation
between the school and the employer were made;
1. Business education teachers should visit offices.
2. Office managers should visit the schools.
3. There should be a Joint committee between schools
and business organizations.
4. Development of student efficiency.
5. Ability to work under pressure--meeting a deadline.
6. Business should cooperate with educators. Teacher’s
salaries should be high enough to obtain the best
teachers.
7. Insufficient typing requirements for business.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES IN ESTABLISHING THE
SUFPIELD CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAM
In order to establish and administer a program of work
education and co-operative office training, it was necessary
to employ the following steps and procedures:
1* Before attempting to establish a work-experience
plan at Suffleld High School, it was essential to
learn more information about the following:
a. Value of a co-operative part-time program
for the
(1) members of the office practice class
(2) school
( 3 ) - communl ty
(4) business establishments
b. How to incorporate such a plan in the
curriculum
c. What other schools were doing to promote
co-operative training
d. Evaluate the effectiveness of plans already
in operation in high schools
e. Learn something about the Federally aided
programs for work e^sperience*
f. Gain a knowledge of the attitudes of busines
men and educators toward such a program
2, Perusing most of the following business education
magazines since 1940 to determine and evaluate the
effectiveness of existing programs in order to
establish a work- experience program in Suffleld,
Connecticut.
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a The Business Education World
b. The Journal of Business Education
c. American Business Education Digest
d. Business Education Digest
e. The Balance Sheet
3. Studying the following Commercial Yearbooks in order
to determine what has been done and is being done in
the field of co-operative training.
a. Eastern Commercial Teachers Association
b. National Business Teachers Association
c. American Business Education
4. Employing the following methods to obtain other
sources of information on the subject.
a. Education Index
b. Library Card Catalogues
c. Bibliographies and footnotes of the various
articles read
5. Discussing the problem with the superintendent of
schools in order to secure his cooperation and inter-
est.
6. Contacting the personnel manager of the Hartford
Fire Insurance Company and the Hartford Accident and
Indemnity Company.
7. Securing the full cooperation of the principal and
teachers.
8. Visiting the Insurance company to become acquainted
with the building and to establish a plan for a
work-experience program.
9. Preparing information for a plan for Suffield and
presenting it to the Suffield Board of Education*
10
Acquainting the pupils sind parents with the work-
experience plan.
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11 • Completing the preparations for the organization of
the program.
12. Preparing an evaluation form to he used as a report
sheet at the completion of each period of work.
13. Visiting the company to determine the progress of the
students, and to discuss their work with the various
department supervisors.
14, Discussing the evaluation forms with students, and
in some cases the supervisors.
15. Determining the value derived from the work-experlenc
plan.
15
16. Securing insurance forms, pamphlets, application
blanks, letters, and other available materials that
might be valuable in the classroom.
17, Analyzing the niimerous Insurance office duties and
breaking them into minute detail.
In order to obtain this information it was necessary to
spend considerable time reading and locating material in the
library. An abundance of information was found by looking
through business education magazines. First, each magazine
index was checked to see if there were any articles bearing
i
on the subject, and then the articles were read to determine
whether or not there was anything pertinent to the problem.
It was found that The Business Jiducation World offered the
most valuable information on what the sechools are doing in
co-operative training.
The following commercial yearbooks were fbimd to be
extremely helpful;
The American Business Education Yearbooks
National Business Teachers Association Yearbooks
Eastern Commercial Teachers Association Yearbooks
I
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Further information was found by looking under office
practice, work-experience, part-time work, or co-operative
training in the Education Index in order to find further
articles on the subject. Another excellent soiu*ce of infor-
mation was reading the various articles or books referred to
in footnotes and bibliographies found in the materials read.
Still further information was found by checking the library
card catalogues.
As articles and materials were read, the important facts
found were jotted down on library index cards. This method
was extremely valuable for these cards could be handled easily
and sorted according to desired topics. On many cards notes
were written commenting on the article or suggesting that
certain portions might be reread or studied at a later date.
These cards were also used later in compiling the bibliography
and typing footnotes.
After reading the first two chapters of this paper, the
superintendent and Senior English teacher were very much inter-
ested in the project and wondered how the plan could be put
into operation. Consequently the superintendent’s cooperation
was sought in recommending someone in the Insurance field who
would be willing to discuss the organization and set-up of the
insurance business and also the possibility of establishing
a co-operative school work program.
Mr. McAlister, superintendent of schools, contacted the
president of two Hartford Insiirance Companles--Hartford Fire
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Insurance Company, and the Hartford Accident and Indemnity
Company. As a result, Mr. Ronald Young, personnel director
of the company, came to the school to discuss the prospects of
such a plan. Although the company was not in critical need of
help, Mr. Young believed that such a plan might prove to be
ideal and well worth trying as an experiment. After consider-
able discussion it was decided by Mr, McAlister, Mr, Young,
and the writer to establish three or four jobs in three or
four different departments of the company in order to Insure
a variety of tasks and work Information,
Each group of three or four pupils would be employed full
i
time for a period of two weeks and at the end of that time
they would return to school for fo\ir weeks. Following the
first two weeks, another group of students would work in the
insurance company, and then a third group would assume the
duties for the next tv/o-week period. Upon the termination of
the third group, the first group would return to work and each
one would enter a different department from the one he had
been engaged in previously. This procedure would be followed
until the complete business cycle, from the secretarial point
of view, was completed. Thus, everyone would have an oppor-
tunity to work in each department at least once during the
work-experience program.
The students were to be paid fifty-five cents an hour
for this work. Further, it was agreed that the company would
be under no obligation to continue with any of the pupils if
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for any reason they did not prove satisfactory. If it was
found that the plan did not prove worthwhile, the school, and
also the insurance company would feel free to discontinue the
experiment.
During the next few days Mr. Yoimg said he would discuss
the plan with several of the department heads with the idea
of the possibility of creating three openings in departments
where a variety of jobs would be found. In the meantime the
writer would acquaint the pupils of the office practice class
with the idea and build up interest and enthusiasm. Also the
cooperation of the principal and English and law teachers
would be obtained in order to establish a desirable v/ork-
experience program.
!Ehe next day three pupils who would definitely be able
to have the opportunity of work experience were approached
individually about the plan. Although they had not been
told they were to be paid for their v/ork, the students were
very enthusiastic. Each student believed that his parents
would approve the plan and that it would be possible for each
one to secure transportation to and from work.
When the plan was presented to the class the following
day, there was a great deal of interest and enthusiasm. Since
there were to be only nine students selected from the fifteen
members of the class, many were disturbed over the prospect
of not being able to participate. The pupils in their dis-
cussion brought out some of the follov/lng important obser-
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1. Ability to gain experience
2 . Provision for make-up work
3. Recommendations for future positions
4. Obligation to stay with the company
5. Variety of work to be done
One noticed a new interest and responsibility on the part
of the students in their classroom work. There seemed to be
an incentive to do more and better work as well as to assume
a better spirit of cooperation.
A meeting of the superintendent, principal, and English
and law teachers was scheduled. At the meeting everyone agreed
that the plan should definitely be given a trial and that each
would be willing to give his full cooperation to help make the
plan a success. Furthermore, the teachers said they would be
willing to make their lesson plans two weeks in advance so
that the pupils would know what work was being covered during
the time they were at work. Also, it was decided that during
the four weeks the workers were in school they would be
allowed to use some of their office practice periods for
make-up work. In order to select the students each teacher
planned to watch the members of the class more carefully in
order to determine whether or not their work Improved and who
they believed could be trusted to make up the work missed.
Before the meeting closed, the three pupils who would start
working the first week were chosen, A suggestion was made
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that the parents of these three students come to the school
to discuss the plan and also to give their consent. This idea
was later thought unnecessary and was not carried out.
Several days later a visit was made to the insurence com-
pany. Mr. Young in the meantime had secured the enthusiasm
and cooperation of several of the department heads. Realizing
the purpose of the plan he set up the duties of each job in
order that each one vrould he diversified and would not exploit
the pupils. Four jobs were established in place of the three
originally intended. Since the transportation charges from
Suffield to Hartford would be quite high, the company decided
to pay sixty cents Instead of the proposed fifty-five cents
an hour.
Before consulting with the various department heads, a
tour of the building was made. This brought out the Immensity i
of the company and also showed the diversity of work that might
be encountered while working in the office.
Miss Finley, head of the stenographic department at the
insurance company, was very cordial and anxious to provide
work which would be suitable and advantageous for high school
pupils. The tasks performed in this department would Include
typing numerous forms, letters, etc., duplicating and using'
carbon paper. In addition the worker would become acquainted
with the knowledge and use of the Electromatic typewriter,
Linotlme copyholder, and the dictating and shaving machines.
In order to help the students become familiar with the insur-
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anc© vocabulary, the department head offered the writer several
pamphlets on terras coramonly used in the fire insurance
business
.
Llr, Robinson, manager of the Inland Marine d epartment,
was anxious to cooperate and provide worthv/hile training for
high s chool pupils. !fhe purpose of this department is to in-
sure property not on water such as jewelry and furs. The
worker in this department would be engaged principally in keep-
ing records which would entail sorting and filing daily
reports, and, at times, might assist with the recording of
Reporting Form Policies. Also, there was the possibility that
the person might be able to help the examiners. This task
requires responsibility and accuracy.
Mr. Mann, manager of the accounting department, was also
very much interested in the plan and was very cooperative in
planning work that would give the students a variety of tasks.
This work also required a great deal of accuracy. Some of
the duties to be performed in this department consisted of
using the adding machine, the ten-key comptometer, and check-
ing work and filing IBM cards. Since we do not have any
equipment for filing IBM cards, IVIr. Mann suggested that the
school contact the International Business Machines Corporation
in Hartford for he felt that the company would be glad to rent
the necessary filing equipment to the school. This was an
exceptionally good suggestion for most, if not all of the
insurance companies, use this form of filing in some sections
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of the company.
Miss Osbourne, head of the reinsurance department, v;as
willing to cooperate with the school. This department is a
separate section which provides a place where insurance com-
panies distribute among other companies the excess liability
above the amount which the original company desires to retain.
Work in this department would require making out endorsements,
filing signed endorsements, figuring premium proportions using
the Sundstrand electric ten-key calculator, and typing forms.
In this department filing would be done by:
1. Alphabetically by insurance company
2, Number of policy
In addition to the above-mentioned work, the pupils would
be exposed to a Frlden all-electric calculator.
After visiting the various departments, Mr. Yoimg talked
more about the plan and a further discussion of the following
items 'was considered before work could be started:
1. Labor laws
2. Birth certificate
3. Vi^orking papers
4. Social Security
5. Application blanks
6. Employee evaluation sheet
As soon as the school was ready to start the program, the
school was to notify the company and application blanks were
to be forwarded so that this would save time when the groups
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The following day. Dr, Rowe of the Boston University
Graduate School very generously offered to go over the plans
that had been tentatively made and offered several suggestions
It was thought that so far everything was satisfactory, but
the following should be carefully considered before any plan
was organized,
1, The possibility of establishing five tasks so that
all pupils could be given experience. Although
some were poor, this should be explained to the
company.
_
Further, if only three people were not
allowed to work it would undoubtedly have a ser-
ious effect on those not selected.
2, The necessity of securing the cooperation of the
English and law teachers and making them realize
that the value derived from such experience would
be far greater than what they would gain in school.
3, The possibility of using office practice periods
to make up work missed. Students would undoubtedly
work on machines, etc. that they knew they would
need practice in later.
4, The presentation of the work-experience plan to
the class and discussion of such Important things
as getting along with people, dress, personality,
responsibility, accuracy, and informality on the
job.
5, The necessity of visiting the pupils frequently
while they are at work in order to find out how
each one is getting along. Also to find out
where each can be helped and to give advice or
encouragement where necessary.
The following three pages contain copies of material that
wsrs duplicated and presented to the Board of Education for con
si deration in approving a co-operative work-experience plan in
Suffield High School.
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bluow v©n'X w©ml ve/iX XeriX . 0X 0 ^aefildcBn no jItiow
oX nsXq ©onsX'ioqxco-sI'iow ©xlX 'lo noXXBXnoao'iq siiT
agnlnX XnaXioq.-nX dous Tlo noleenoalb dhb aefilo edX
, yX iX©no3^£©q •aa©‘ib t©Xqo©q xIXXw gncXa gnXXXog aa
'
. k»r •'V— 1. A TT -f ^ T f « rfOrfR ft *T
^XXnowpo'i'l aXlqjjq ailX gniXIaXv *10 Y^Xaesoon ©dT *3
wod Xno bnl'l oX lab'io nl il'iow xs ©'IB "^©dX ©Iii£w
Xno bnn oX oalA .gnols gnlXXog al ©no doa©
*10 ©olvbB ovlg oX bna b©qX©d ©d nao doB© ©'isd.v
.^‘LBaedosn ©*i©dw XnoniQgB'^iuoon©
XBdX iBlioXBia lo eoiqoo nlBXno© segcq eoTdX gniwoIXol. ©liT
nco -lol, noiXBonba lo brcBO-l ©dX oX beXasae^iq bftB b©XBolIqx;b ^risw
nl HBlq 9 cnol*i©qxo-d‘iov; ovlXB'ioqo-oo B gnivoiqqB nl noiXa'iebia
.boslnag'io 8Bw
.beXoelee Xon ©aodX no Xo©ll© airol
.T[©XbI ni eolXcBiq b6©n
©dX no rXllBm'iolnl bns .•^ob'woob ^^XlXldlanoqaei
.dot
. Xo6do2 dglH bl© lllx/3
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SUFFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
CO-OPERATIVE WORK-EXPERIENCE PLAN
Plan
Twelve senior members of the office practice class will
participate in a work-experience program at the Hartford Fire
Insurance and Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company. The
three remaining members of the class have asked to be excused
from the program.
This plan will allow each pupil to v/ork full time (8:30
to 5 with three-fourths of an hour for lunch) for two weeks
and then return to school for the next four weeks. Ihiring the
four weeks in school the pupils will make up work missed in
other classes.
The class v/ill be divided into three groups of four
pupils. The groups will rotate by working two v;eeks at a
time. The company will establish jobs in four different de-
partments so that at the beginning of each two-week training
period, the students v/ill be placed in different departments
until each has completed the cycle.
Work Experience
A wide variety of tasks will be assigned to each student
so that he will receive an excellent picture of how an insur-
ance company operates. Also, it will help the pupil determine
what type of work he is most interested in and thus he can
build his skills along these lines. This training will enable
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each one to make the necessary adjustment betv/een the ordinary
classroom and work in an office.
The following departments have expressed a v/illingness to
cooperate and have assvired the school the following valuable
experiences
:
Stenographic Department
1. Typing various forms
2
.
Constant use of carbon copies
3. Stenciling and mimeographing- -A. E, Dick machine
4. Typing and running off master copies on the
Standard Fluid Duplicator
5. Using the dictaphone
6. Becoming acquainted with other office equipment as:
a. Office punch
b. Electromatlc typewriter
c. Copyholder
Inland Marine Department
1. Keeping records
2. Sorting and filing daily reports
3. Assisting with the recording of report form policies
4. Assisting examiners
5. Learning forms familiar to the department
Accountinp; Department
1, Using the adding machine
2, Checking work
3, Filing IM key punch cards
!^*iJ3nlf)T:o oricf ^loo’.vdscf ^nonicfex/^bB '^•xesasoon erid' e>TQxn od eno rfofla
.eoillo HB ni X'xov/ hem noo‘iaaslo'
od aasrc^nlll t .Y a bsaaorcqxo ovari adnaiiidicqoJb snlwoIXol arlT
51-vBjjIjsv ^’.alv/oj.lo'l o;id loorfoa erfd beTjjaaa avBil bna odBiaqooo
: aoonei"i9q;co
drfsrttd'iaqeCI olrlqg*^t.?;oaad3
cLnno'l atictz£7 gniqvT .1
asiqoo nod‘iJ3 0 lo oatr dfLSdarioO ,2
©ninuB/ri jIoW .'T . .‘.--^nlrfqB'isoemiCT brra ^nlJIionedS .£
Qjrfd no aejicoo ladasm 1*10 brta anJtq'^^T
nodBoilqi/CI biij'Il b'XBbiiBda
anorfqadolb edd snZaU .5
:aB dnOi«qli;pe eoxlio naddo ddlw bsdniai/poa ^nixnooaO. .6
riofojq ©clx'iO .B
'ledlTToq^d oidBmondoald .d
•IObIox^vqo0 ,0
dfteiadiBqeQ Qnxna^! Bfialnl
abTooei snlqoeii .1
adnoqei -^11 3b gnilil bna snidnoa .2
aai;clIoq mnol dnoqa'i lo ‘galbiooo^i srid ildl’.v gnxdaJtaaA .o
3*ioniiuax3 3nxd3i38A
dnoindiBqab odd od TBildoial amol jninisoJ .3
dna-nd^XBgQq p,ni;dxijjoooA
onirfoBiTi grrlbbo ©rid sniaU .1
jinov/ jjnx^IoeriO .2
ab'iBO rloxujq ^^8^1 XISI .S
I
4. Getting acquainted with various forms in the depart-
ment
5. Assisting workers where possible in their work
Reinsurance Department
1. Making out endorsements
2
.
Filing signed endorsements
3. Pigiiring premium proportions
4. Typing departmental forms
5. Using the Sundstrand ten-key electric calculator
6. Observing the use of the Friden all-electric
calculator
Supervision
1, Frequent visits to check students while they are
at work
2. Check progress of pupils with the four department
heads
3. Findings recorded on individual permanent records
4, Plan for better coordination between school work
and work-experience program
5. Discussion and guidance individually and in groups
6, Report sheet to be submitted by department heads
to school at termination of every two-week period
After the school board approved the wprk-experience plsin,
a letter was mailed to the parents of the office practice
class. The following page is a copy of the letter that was
sent out.
-:J'i3qsb erl't nl smo‘l p.L'ot’i£v rfd’Jtv; b-3»JnIi3ypD^
ctnacfi
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'X-iovv Ioo£foe n&ewd^ri n.ol^Btitb'iooo ladderi aol nsl^
mi^iSO'iq oonal'iaqxa-riic’. bns
sqi/Q't,3 nl briB “^riBirbivIbn ^ oonBriii/g bna noleRjjoell .5
ariaari dnamdiaqab \<S baddlrradx^a ad od daaria d'loqeri .6
bol'iaq rioew-owd '^lava xo noidanLu-iad ds loorioa od
tXiBlq ooju'ol'X3qxa-:I'io.v oxfd bevo'iqcB biBoc luorioa arid 'led'lA
ooi:doi5‘iq aolTio arid ?,o Bdna‘X/?q arid od ballBm ajsw 'laddel js
BB.7 dsrid laddsl arid *io ''jqoo b 3l agaq sni'.vollo'l arIT .saslo
.dno dnas
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LETTER TO PARENTS OP OFFICE PRACTICE STUDENTS
November 15, 1946
The school has been very fortunate in being able to secur
the cooperation of the Hartford Fire Insurance Company and the
Hartford Accident end Indemnity Company in providing a work-
experience program for the senior office practice class of
Suffield High School.
3
Although the school is doing the best it can to train
the pupils for office work, such a plan will provide the
j
following essentials that cannot be fully realized in any
classroom:
1. Actual work experience in an office
2. Familiarity with Insurance organization
3. Guidance for future job placement
4,
Discovery of individual needs, interests,
aptitudes and abilities
5. Determine vocational skills needing further
practice
6. Develop occupational adjustment, correct
attitudes and personality
7. Increase motivation
This program will be supervised to see that students are
not exploited. The supervisor will see that one is given a
working knowledge of an insurance company and thus enable him
to determine the type of work he will most likely want to
follow when he graduates. Also, the employer will submit to
the school a report sheet which will be used for guidance
purposes.
School credit will be given for this work and the stu- .
dents will be paid sixty cents an hour by the insurance
companies
.
At a meeting of the Board of Education held last night,
the plan explained in this letter was approved. If you object
to this plan, please telephone for an appointment or come to
the High School.
Very truly yours,
R, D. McAlister. Superintendent
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The Suffleld Board of Education did not question the plan,
but felt that it should be given a fair trial on an experi-
mental basis. After the board authorized the program, each
member of the class was given an opportunity to e::q)ress his
opinion. Several said they would be unable to participate and
offered the following reasons:
1 .
2 .
3 .
i
i
4 .
5 .
i
7
.
At an open house held at the high school there was an
I opport\mity to talk v;ith three of the parents about the pro-
! gram. This was fortunate for it v.as possible to enlighten
several parents about the purpose and significance of the plan.
Just before the first group started v^ork, each member of
the office practice class v;as given a check list like the one
on the following page. The purpose of this check sheet was to
furnish each pupil with the information and instructions that
: v;ere thought pertinent in getting started at work and also in
continuing with the work more efficiently.
!
I
* Boston Unfversity
School of Education
Library
Working in a warehouse and father did not want
him to leave.
Working, but plans to work on the farm after
graduation.
Transportation problem and not interested in
office work. Intends to be a dental hygienist.
Transportation problem.
Working, but willing to participate after the
Christmas vacation.
Working after school and parents felt she could
not afford to miss school vt)rk.
No reason given, but probably laziness.
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SUFFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
Student Check List
Co-operative Work-Experience Program
I. Company: Hartford Fire Insurance Company
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company
690 Asylum Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut
II. Appearance: See Personality Chart
III, Take the following with you when you report for work:
Application blank filled out
Social Security blank filled out
Working papers
Pen, filled; pencil, one or two sharpened
Typewriter eraser
Pocket dictionary or glossary
IV, Report at 8:15 a,m, at the reception desk on the right-
1
hand side of the building as you enter. Ask for Miss
Franzen v;ho will introduce you to your department super-
visor.
Stenographic: Miss Finley
Inland Marine: Mr, Robinson
Accounting: Mr. Terrell
Reinsurance: Miss Osbourne
V, Check the following items frequently:
Are you anxious to please your supervisor?
Are you open to suggestions?
Do you follow instructions although they may be con-
trary to the way you may think they should be done?
When you are given a task, do you accept and carry
it out easily and efficiently?
If you have difficulty in your work do you look for
help from your supervisor, reference books, your co-
workers, or four teachers?
Do you keep all information confidential?
Is your voice quiet, clear, and sincere?
1
1-H
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In addition to the check list, each person was given a
personality chart which was prepared by the Transcription
Supervisors' Association in New York City in August 1937.
This was accepted with a great deal of interest and enthusiasm
by the class, A worthwhile discussion followed for the topic
was vital and essential to their new venture. See Appendix
H for a copy of the Personality Chart.
The insurance company forv/arded application blanks,
blanks necessary for those who needed to secure working papers,
and Social Security application blanks. Before the students
left school, all the necessary blanks were properly filled
out in order to eliminate these routine duties before they
actually started work.
Since some students found it necessary to use the bus or
train in getting back and forth from work, it was necessary to
inq\rire about obtaining student tickets.
In order to determine how well pupils were making out
and to obtain information for further guidance purposes, a
report sheet was worked out. At the completion of each work
period, the employer mailed a completed report sheet to the
school so that the school supervisor v/ould have a report of
the progress of the work of each student. Later this report
sheet was discussed with each individual so that he would
learn of his weak and strong points, and also aid him where
possible in improving his employability. A sample of the
report form used will be found on the following page.
1
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B nevis esw rtoa'iorr iIqbs Jibsiio arf'* o;t rroid^lbbB ril
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boIXi'i \;I^xsqo‘iq O'le^ eitnald odd IXb .^Xoodde d^toX
Y.oii^ aiolad asldjjb aixXdi/oi aaerid adanlOTil© od lobio aX dao
.;}I‘xow bedniade. TjjXXaiJdoa
to 3s:d ©iid qeu od X‘i^s3aoan dx bnuol adnebuda ©moe oonX3
od Y'^^ssaoon aav: dl ^Xto^v motl lidtoY briB -ioad ;-^nXdds'» nx niatd
.adejioxd daebuds gnitiaddo duoda atij/pnl
ds:o 3 fiX>{Bfii atew aX.tqJxq XI©,w woxi ©nix rodeb od tobto nl
p.
t 3©Boqtaq oonablog Xx.dd'ixj*l to*l iioxdaxiitoxti nladdo od baa
dtb%’ doa© lo noxdolqf.ioo odd dA .doo bodtow aaw daada dtoqot
odd od doaria dtoqat bsdoXqmoo a joXJtacr te‘'ioXqj{i© end ^boxtoq
lo dtoqst a avari bXjjc\T toeXvtoqxrs Iqodos ©dd dadd oe Xoodos
dtoqat aldd todsJ .dnobxrde .doe© lo dtow ©dd lo caatgotq odd
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SUFFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
Employer’s Report Form
Co-operative Work-Experience Program
To be filled in by the student ;
Name Department
Employed from 19
,
To
Duties performed;
To be filled in by the employer ; In order to assist the
school to provide more adequate training and to maintain bet-
ter guidance on the part of the school, your constructive
criticism will be greatly appreciated.
Above Below
Average Average Average
Arithmetic
Handwriting
Filing
Accuracy
Appearance
Adaptability
Ability to Learn
Cooperation
Dependability
Rapidity
Comments;
Skill or Trait
Typewriting
Machine Operation
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After the school board approved the plan, an article was
published in one of the Hartford papers. Appendix I is a
reprint of the article. This article v^as reprinted in one of
the Insurance magazines. Several months later the California
branch office of the insurance company wrote to the co-operatin(^
insurance company asking for further details of the program.
The company replied stating the plan was proving very satis-
factory and told a little about the program and a fev/ of the
difficulties that had been met and solved.
The personnel manager of one of the other Hartford
insurance companies also made a visit to the school and later
sent the Dean of Women to the school to talk with the members
of the class. Mr. Palkot, the personnel manager, expressed
the desire to cooperate with the high school in establishing
such a program with the company another year.
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CHAPTER IV
SUFFIELD OFFICE PRACTICE CLASS AT WORK
Two groups of four students started work as planned. Due
to personal problems, illness, and transportation difficulties
during bad weather, it was later thought advisable to con-
tinue with only one job— the stenographic department. When
this suggestion was presented to the class, there was some
opposition to the proposal. Consequently the students con-
cerned offered another plan. They suggested that work be
continued in two departments, but for only one week at a time.
Most of the class felt that this plan was more advantageous,
for the pupils found it rather difficult to make up two w eeks
work at one time and yet continue with their regular class
work. Furthermore, incase anyone was unable to take his
turn at work, several said they would be willing to substitute
so that each department would have a worker at all times.
This plan was agreeable to the company and has been w orking
successfully since it was put into operation. Since some
desired to work during vacations and others did not, vacations
were omitted from the regular schedule and those who expressed
a desire to work during vacations were allowed to do so.
A day or two before each group started to work someone
usually found out what the assignments for the following week
would be so that they could start their make-up work before--
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hand. This routine seemed to work out quite satisfactorily.
With only one or two exceptions all students proved very
satisfactory on the job. It was found that some were more
interested in the work done in one particular department. The
stenographic and accoxmtlng departments were the two most
interesting and popular departments and offered the widest
variety of work. Also, these were the two jobs that were
established for permanent work experience. Hov/ever, v/here
possible, the students were shifted to other departments to
do miscellaneous work. Later some of the girls had the oppor-
tunity of working in the claims department and the Pennsyl-
vania department.
It was found that most of the pupils made the adjustment
from the Classroom to the office quite easily. The students
were very much Impressed with the fact that the company and
workers treated them so well and were so friendly toward
them. Some felt that they did not want to return to school,
but sifter the first few times they became adjusted to the
transition and did not think any more about the matter. With
only one or two exceptions each person was anxious to please
the supervisor and looked forward to seeing their report
sheets. It was also surprising to note that the students also
looked forward to the visits from their instructor while they
were at work.
Two students had difficulty becoming adjusted. One of
these students was a girl who appeared to be a poor student.
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but proved to have more ability than expressed in school. She
was further handicapped by an undesirable home life. On her
first job she did very good work, but this was not true the
second time she returned to work. After her first experience
at work there was a noticeable improvement in her appearance,
attitude, and personality. Also she seemed to acquire a sense
of being able to do something worthwhile. However, her second
job entailed a great deal of filing and from the outset she
took an Intense dislike to the work and became very moody and
Irritable, Although she was urged to make the best of the
situation, she failed to do so. Upon returning to school the
girl assumed a poor attitude and after several stormy sessions
she was again willing to cooperate. Several weeks later when
she was approached about returning to work, she said she did
not know whether she wanted to or not. If the work was some-
thing she was interested in, then she might be willing to
return, but if not, she had no desire to continue with the
program. Because of this situation there was some ill feeling
created among the others in the c!J.ass which lasted three or
four weeks. She assumed an assertive attitude and did a great
deal of harmful talk at the school as well as at the company.
Although her aspirations are to become a telephone operator,
her work experience has proved that she has the ability to
work efficiently with figures and therefore has been encouraged
to enter a position where she can use this ability when she
graduates in June,
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Another girl had quite a little difficulty in becoming
^
adjusted. This was not surprising for she possesses the
inability to take criticism graciously and to carry out orders
or instructions without getting discouraged or excited. She
too did quite a bit of talking, but it was not malicious but
merely a defense mechanism to cover up her own faults. For a
while after she returned to school she assumed a poor atti-
tude, but after several heart-to-heart talks she began to im-
prove and cooperate very well. At present she is taking great
interest in her work and striving to the best of her ability
to make up class assignments. Through her work experience
she has decided that she does not care for stenographic work.
This is fortimate for she does not have the necessary ability
to do the work well. However she is very much Interested in
her work experience and is anxious to work during her vaca-
tions. It has also been noted that she is accepting sugges-
tions and criticisms more graciously and also planning her
work before attempting to perform the task.
After learning how well the others were doing at work,
one of the girls who had never participated in the program,
decided that she would like to try working for one week in
order to see if she had the ability to do the work. Later she
confided that the reason why she did not want to work before
was that she was afraid. This girl has made out very well and
has expressed quite emphatically the great aid the program has
been to her. She is alert to the possibility that jobs may

not always be as plentiful as they are now and has a definite
interest in getting located in an office immediately after
graduation. One significant factor should be brought out, and
that is that this girl has a very low mental age, but in spite
of it she does better work than the majority of students.
Also, she felt that those who did not participate in the work-
experience program were making a mistake.
Several of the other girls also expressed the opinion that;
they felt that those who were not engaged in the program w ere
unwise in not taking advantage of the opportunity. For English
assignments many of the students wrote about their experiences
at the insurance company. See Appendix G for one of the
themes written by one of the above-average girls. It was latei’
published in the school magazine.
Some of the parents failed to fully understand the entire
significance of the plan, for they assumed the attitude that
the program were merely a paying job. In cases where marks
were lowered, parents did not always consider theaactual
reason for the change, but merely assiitned that it v;as because
they were working. One girl did not like to make up work
missed. This was unfortimate for although she did well while
she was at work, she would not assume the responsibility of
malting up work missed. However, she could have gained a great
deal from further experience, and at present is not working
in school to the best of her ability.
Another girl was so engrossed in outside activities that
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she failed to do good work while she was at school. Since
the privilege of work experience has been denied her, she is
doing exceptionally good work and intends to he allowed to
resume work after the next marking period.
One of the two boys in the class is engaged in the pro-
gram. He is a rather slow-motioned but bright boy and very
willing to work. Also he needs to learn how to meet people
and overcome some of his shyness. Although he is rather slov;
at work, he shows a great deal of promise for he does not take
things for granted, end displays a great deal of initiative.
Socially he is learning to meet and travel with people. One
of the girls who usually travels back and forth to work v;lth
him is helping him adjust to a more normal life. She has
given him such pointers as on what side of the street^ to walk
when accompanying a girl, and how to approach people.
The above-mentioned girl at first assumed an attitude
that she was a little better than the others, but she is grad-
ually overcom'^ng this and is trying very hard not to assume
such a superior attitude. The reasons for her actions are
that she is very anxious to do excellent work and make an out-
standing place for herself in the world of business. However,
she does very good work both in school and at the office. It
is interesting to note that this girl has offered several very
good suggestions for lirproving the program next year. If she
feels that she could be getting some more desirable and
variable work at the Insurance company, she does not hesitate
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to ask for it. Her desire has always been granted and every-
one speaks very highly of her.
One girl who did superior work in the stenographic depart-
ment and good classroom v;ork decided against the plan after
the first few times at vrork. Her excuse was that she had
learned all that was necessary for her to know. Later, when
she was persuaded by one of her friends to return to work, it
was learned that the real reason she stopped the work-experlenc<i
program was that the girl who did so much talking had dis-
couraged her from continuing. She is now continuing with the
program and has asked to be pieced in a Job the next time
where she will receive some experience in filing. This girl
has superior mental ability, but is not willing to use it to
the best of her ability. It is believed that she is dis-
couraged at h6me from working in an office. Apparently her
family is more interested in the amount of money she earns
rather than her getting established in office work.
As expected some of the work duties proved to be very
fascinating while others were tedious. However, each indiv-
idual learned to take the work as it came and to put forth
his best effort to do the work as well as he could.
It is interesting to listen to some of the discussions
about many of the happenings and activities at the insurance
company. Although no one from the office practice class had
the opportunity to take dictation in the office, they were
interested in watching the dictation procedures. The students
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were impressed with the fact that the dictators spoke slowly
and were willing to assist the workers if they had difficulty
with their notes. Also the pupils observed that if the
transcriber could not make out his outlines he would ask the
other workers in the department to assist him in transcribing
his notes.
In order to find out how the pupils have reacted to the
program, they were given an opportunity to express themselves*
The following answers were given to the questions asked:
'^at have you gained through your work-experience?
1. Idea of what an office is like
2. Better understanding of business organization
3. Self-confidence
4. Better work habits
5. Sense of responsibility
6* Better business attitudes
7. Ability to apply what is learned in school with
the tasks found on the job
8. Ability to meet and work with older people
What further school training could have helped you on the
Job?
1, Use of four or five carbonc copies
2. More erasing on carbons
3* More typing of figures
4. Arithmetic review
5 Simple fundamentals of calculating machines
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What suggestions would you offer for improving the work-
experience program for next year?
1. Greater number of Jobs
2. More responsibility for training on the part of
company supervisors
3. Detailed explanations of the reasons why they
are doing the work
\
4. Opportunity to work in a smell office
5. Opportunity to v/ork in some other office besides
insurance
In discussing the program with the various work super-
visors it was learned that they were all enthusiastic over the
plan. Some went to the personnel manager £ind asked to have
the students work in their department. This was especially
true after two of the jobs were eliminated from the program.
Other departments besides the first four, where the experience
was started, later asked to have the high school pupils work
in their department. This was excellent for some pupils, for
a few of the members of the class were exposed to as many as
six different departments.
During one week that the groups did not report for iiork
the company found that they were noticeably behind in their
work.
However, it was generally agreed among the supervisors
and personnel manager that the students did receive valuable
training and experience if for no other reason than that they
had the opportunity to see what an office was like and how
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to work with adults. It was felt that the plan provided the
(
following;
1. An aid in helping to get work done for the company.
2. Making worthwhile contacts with students.
3. Students acquired desirable work-habits.
4. Each pupil learned whether or not he was interested
in continuing with the insurance business.
5. Some learned the particular phase of insurance which
was of interest to them.
6. Students made the necessary adjustment between the
school and the business office.
Discussing the matter further with Mr. Young, he agreed
that the students not only had been a great aid to the company
but that the program as a whole was worthwhile from the stand"
point of the company. He also offered the following sugges-
tions for a program for another year;
1. All members of the office practice class participate
in the program.
2. Each pupil should not be given the same job too
frequently.
3. More than one company be asked to participate in the
program.
The suggestion that everyone should participate was good,
for then more jobs can be created giving everyone wider work
experience. Then too, everyone in the class will have receivet
experience and v/ould not have to resort merely to asking
questions about work duties, etc. In order to be of the most
value, everyone should be able to compare notes on the various
jobs and techniques used at work.
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Seniors today should assume more responsibility about
carrying out their work obligations and duties. Perhaps this
can best be obtained by seeking the cooperation and interest
of the parents. Most seniors do not realize that times will
change and that their present v;ork habits and attitudes v/ill
be a serious handicap. Since many workers today do not have
the correct attitude toward v/ork, it is harder to impress high
school students of the Importance of desirable office qualifi-
cations. However students must be reminded repeatedly of the
many qualifications and why they are essential.
Although some students were able to work in six different
departments, others were only exposed to two or three. The
work in the stenographic department is varied enough so that
students at all times would not receive much repetition. This
however is not true of all the depeirtments . One of the stu-
dents has made the suggestion that for another year one person
in each department assume the complete responsibility of
explaining the details and procediires of the department so
each trainee will know the value and p\irpose of the work he
is doing. Students can do better work and have a more vital
interest in their work if they are told the purpose and reason
for the Job they are performing. Some departments assimied
this responsibility, but others did not. The school can do
more to acquaint the work supervisors with the real purpose of
the program.
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING
FUTURE CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAIAS
f
For the coming school year the plan for the co-operative
work- experience program should be changed so that some of the
difficulties encountered this year will hot be repeated. The
following should be given careful consideration before another
program is undertaken:
1. Determining the time in which to start the program.
2. Obtaining vrritten consent of the parents.
3. Requiring signed statements that pupils understand
and realize the responsibilities and duties of such
a program.
4. Improving the present report sheet.
5. Adapting the course to meet minimum requirements.
6. Listing the general office duties that each student
should be exposed to v/hile at work.
7. Submitting the above list to the employer to see
that as far as possible each worker performs the
duties listed.
8. Training in typing and v,t>rking with figures.
Probably the last of February or the first of March is
the most desirable time to start a work-experience program, for
previous to this time it was found that colds and bad weather
were a detriment to ideal working conditions.
As many as possible of the minimum essentials for the
course should be covered in the classroom prior to starting
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the work program. If the minimum essentials are covered, then
each student should be able to acquire confidence in his
t
ability to perform the required work duties. A few of the
essentials that should be covered prior to work experience arej
1, Acquisition of
a. Correct work habits
b. Ability to cooperate
c. Pleasing personality
d. Ability to meet and work with people
e. Self-confidence
2, Knowledge of the following skills
a. Carrying out instructions
b. Handling materials efficiently
c. Using carbon copies
d. Learning the fundamental principles of filing
e. Gaining the fundamental principles involved
in working with calculating machines
f. Typing and working with numbers
Rather than work for two weeks at a time, it is sugges-
ted that one week be spent on the job and two weeks be devoted
to school work. It was found that missing two weeks of school
made it very difficult to make up the v/ork missed and to con-
tinue with the new assignments. The one week at work and two
weeks at school has proved to be far more satisfactory.
In order that the parents understand the full signifi-
cance of the program, it would be advisable to meet with the
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parents and discuss the program. Also, it would be well to
seek their cooperation in observing whether or not their son
\ or daughter was doing his home-work assignments. In addition
it should be the duty of each parent to cooperate in seeing
that the responsibilities and duties of each student are per-
formed to the best of his ability. A slip should be signed
by both the parent and the pupil so that they will both assume
and feel a greater responsibility in carrying out the program.
The present report sheet is too vague and does not give
ample material upon which to base guidance and future instruc-
tions. In order to improve the form it is advisable to break
down or analyze the various jobs and establish a form based
on the duties and tasks performed. Also a list should be
made of general office duties and tasks that should be a part
of each person's training. This list should, as far as
possible, be included as part of the report sheet. Although
all of these duties may not be found on every job, some pro-
vision must be provided so that each worker receives training
in all of the desired duties.
Next year it is suggested that Suffield High School
continue with a program similar to the one carried out this
year. Hov/ever, further changes and recommendations from those
mentioned above should be considered.
At the beginning of the school year, the advantages of a
work-experience program should be discussed in the classroom.
This discussion should build up interest and initiative in
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their school work and also create an interest in looking for-
ward to such a program. With this in mind a satisfactory
classroom laboratory should be created v/here students will be
desirous of learning the minimum requirements for the course.
In teaching a program with a work-experience program in
view, problems should be presented in such a way that they
can be discussed at home in order to build up the full signifi-
cance and actual purpose of the plan. It is absolutely essen-
tial that pupils and parents realize that the purpose of the
plan is not to get out of school work to earn money, but that
it is a major part of their office practice training. Some of
the important items that should be stressed are that such a
program will help students to;
1, Bridge the gap between work and school.
2, Determine the type of work most interesting to
each student.
3, Learn whftt skills need further practice while still
in school,
4, Realize the responsibilities incurred by work.
5, Provide guidance for improvement in future work,
6, Develop correct attitudes and personality.
Before any program is begun the pupils must also realize
the purpose of the training and assume the responsibility of
carrying out what is expected of them. Also the report sheet
should be discussed carefully so that all imderstand the true
meaning and value of such a form, A fevi days before the first
group starts work everyone should be given a check list like
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the one illustrated on page 52 and a personality chart like
the one found in Appendix G* In order to be of the most
value these forms must be carefully discussed during class
periods
.
Through this year’s program most of the students have
gained a knowledge of the type of work they will be interested
in persuing after graduation. As time progressed, pupils who
had work experience learned to work more informally and yet
more efficiently. Also they seemed to a cqulre more self-
confidence and assurance as well as the ability to njature.
/
This was not as true with those that did not parti tlpate in
the program. It is interesting to note that many asked for
criticisms and ways in which they might improve their work.
It is therefore believed that the students that were engaged
in the co-^operative work-experience program have definitely
"bridged the gap" from the school to the business office.
During class periods the trainees very frequently became
interested in learning more about machines. Next year it is
planned to contact the International Business Machines Cor-
poration in order to see if students could receive training
on filing key punch cards. This is advisable since the
school does not have any equipment and this system of filing
is found in practically every Hartford insurance company.
Students will receive credit as well as pay for the work
done. in the office. An understanding will be made with the
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company or companies that the school or the company will feel
free to terminate work at any time if and v/hen it is found
advisable. If possible, work should be found in other compan-
ies so that the students will gain a better knowledge of
business organization. At least one other type of business
and a small office should be included in the program in order
to give a well-balanced co-operative training program.
If jobs had been established in more than one company
this year it is felt that work interests might have developed
a little better. Some students are definitely interested in
working in a small office. From the program it was noted
that two were definitely guided away from the stenographic
department. Neither of these girls are suited for this work;
j
and it is well that they learned this before graduation.
One girl as a result of her experience has been encouraged
to continue in a job where she can work with figures.
Through the use of the new report sheet a better system
of guidance and instructional procedures should be maintained
Since these reports will be more detailed, it will be possible
to determine many of the weak and strong points that were
ixnobtainable from the present report sheet.
It is pertinent that the co-ordinator must make frequent
trips while the students are working in order that the best
possible relations and program can be ascertained. Only
through these visits can the company, the community, the
school, the pupils, and the teacher best be served. The
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company, through its supervisors and personnel will help to
show the school and the pupils wealc points or suggestions for
improving the present course of study. Also teachers will
become more familiar with the type of work that is being done
in offices and learn what is expected of office practice grad-
uates. The teacher will further learn the new and improved
office procedures so that he can instruct his pupils accord- !
ingly before they start work. The co-ordinator must visit
,
I
pupils frequently while they are at work in order to make
j
I
certain that the pupils are not being exploited, but are being
given the best possible program that the school and the company
can offer. i
I
i
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EMPLOYEE EVALUATION FORM FOR INTERVIEV/ERS
Name/^^jg-^^^^, Job Considered For
Intervi ewer ^ C
j
INSTRUCTIONS: Rate the adequacy of the applicant’s work expe-
I
rience, training, and manner and appearance only as they apply
I
to the joh for which he is being considered. For your aid in
I
writing interview summary, mark a check in box before
question items to which answers are favorable and a cross (x)
where responses are •unfavorable, Mark only those items which
have a bearing on the requirements of the particular job in
question. Place a check (iX) on each line to indicate your
estimate of how well the applicant satisfies the requirements
of the factor considered. Note brief facts that substantiate
your decision in space below each line,
! I, PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
'
Below Average/Average/Above: Average
A, Similar job duties?
B. Required hand and machine
tools?
C, Same type materials?
D, Similar working conditions?
E, Same degree of supervision?
F, Sho-wn development on the job?
II, TRAINING
Below Averaffe/Averaffe/Above Averace
B. Best liked or least liked subjects??^*-^-*^^^^^
A, Sufficient formal school education?
related to job requirements?
C, Required mechanical, mathematics
or other specialized training?
Required "on the job” training?""^D, ''on '
E, Any special training sine
leaving regular school?""*^*^
A XltlllMi-iA
, jJ'iailoiH y,8 ii‘GI JrCjci'iY^c ’
naMoL noTyS ricI.ra-ioqToO laolgolod’o-p'i
,
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atfremenif/pen edt aeileiJ-ne :+nnoiIqaB add Ilev wod lo ^:t 3fni.'t/’e
0tfii:rrf£j.i3d.cre fnd.t ^doe'l 'ieind .bonebianoo no'^ 08 '3; ?dcf lo
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III.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
IV.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
V.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
VI.
A.
B.
MANNER AND APPEARANCE ^
Below Average/Average/Above Average
Favorable, Unfavorable
mannerisms? (gestures,
facial expressions, speech)
General Appearance satisfactory?
(features, poise, dress, personal
hygiene?
)
Evidences of cultural background^
(speech, courtesy, interests)
Voice and speech acceptance?
Physical qualifications adequate? .
(height, weight, stamina)
•^7 physical disabilities?
Appear nervous, high-strung?
Appear aggressive, self-confident?
SOCIABILITY (TEAMWOPJCj
Below Average/Average/Above Average
Any job experience requiring
special teamv/ork?
Participate in school social
activities?
Take part in community affairs?'^ ^
Engage in any group recreation?-"^^^*"^
Interests reflect liking for people?^'^^'"^
Appear friendly, the kind of person
who can get along with others?
EMOTIONAL STABILITY
Below Average/Average/Above Average
Friction with former supervisor?
^
("chip on shoulder” or ^
grape” attitude) ^Unsound reasons for leaving jobs?
(incompetence, quick temper, in-
^
flexibility)
Unsatisfactory job stability
(easily dissatisfied or discouraged)
Reasons for leaving school? ty
Difficult adolescent period?,^^!::^^^ ^ ^
(parents divorced, all work—no play, etc.)
Lonely, poorly balanced life now?-tt^^^£^ J
(Inadequate social contacts, etc.).*,_-e^s£^^
MATURITY
Below Average/Average/Above Average
Work after school or sianmers? -ato
(earliest contribution to family^
income
)
Decisions dominated by fiimily?
(lean on family for Moral support) /CU- '

c.
D.
E.
F.
VII.
A.
B.
C.
Ever lived away from home?
(had to make own way)
Ever handle more than one loh
at a time? (Economic drive
Good sense of responsibility?
(considered transportation, ^
hours family in making change
jobs; how much life insurance) y
Why did he apply for work here?
(Any logical occupational
LEADERSHIP CAPACITY
Below Average/Average/Above Average
Ever had leadership experience?
(in school, fb rmer job, community)
Does he want to be a leader? (why)
Seem like natural leader type?
(dominate or inspire confidence, respect)
Reasonably aggressive, self-confident
and self-sufficient?
lUMMARY^^
OVER-ALL RATING FOR SPECIFIC JOB: Considering all the facts
that you have learned about the applicant, how well is he
fitted for this job in comparison with other men already doing
this work in the plant?
TEST RESULTS
Test Score ^ile
Above Average
Average
Below Average
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APPENDIX B
j
HINTS FOR SECRETARIES
1* Arrive at the office on time. Air the office of the man
for whom you work (hereinafter called Mr. Doe) before
each session. Duet the desks, tables, chairs, pictures,
telephone and dial, etc. Heat to temperature preferred.
Fill carafe and v/ash glasses. Turn calendar to the cur-
rent date. Pill cigarette lighters and cigarette boxes.
Sharpen pencils. Clean and fill desk fountain pen.
2. Open mail and connect with previous correspondence on the
subject. Some men want the file with new mail and others
do not. At any rate, have it ready.
3. Go through your tickler file for matters coming up each
day.
4. Each morning type on a slip of paper a list of the day*s
appointments; also telephone or other messages taken in
, Mr, Doe*s absence. Show date, time, message, and caller^
s
I telephone number,
5. Place mail, tickler, messages, and appointments on Mr,
Doe's desk in order of importance-- something like this:
Papers and magazines on bottom
Circulars and routine material
Opened letters and memoranda
Unopened mall (This depends upon what Mr. Doe
prefers. Some men want everything
opened; others like to open personal
and confidential material, bills, etc,
themselves,
)
.
Telegrams
I Messages and day's appointments
6. Equip yourself with a dally diary book with spaces for the
|j
hours and half hours of each day. Record visitors, the
time of the visit, and the subject if possible. Keep a
II record of telephone calls and messages received in Mr,
j
Doe's absence and the time the call or message is received,
I
Post your book ahead for any appointments which he may
have.
7. Record in your desk book correspondence routed to others
for reply or investigation. Check off when it is returned,
or indicate the disposition made of it,
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8. Always keep a pad and pencil near your telephone. Also,
type an alphabetical list of names and telephone numbers
of persons frequently called. This should be placed near
the telephone for quick reference, Mr, Doe may wish to
have his list under the glass top of his desk or on a
desk slide handy to the phone,
9, Answer Mr, Doe’s telephone with, "Mr, Doe's office--Mlss
Blank," Answer your own telephone with, "Miss Blank,"
Telephones in a general department should be answered
with, "Mr, Smith’s wire," Speak clearly and courteously
at all times. Avoid such expressions as "Can I take a
message?" or "Can I call you back?" Say, "May I take a
message?" or "May I call you?"
10, Be sure to take messages accurately. Before you hang up
be certain of names, dates, and times. Always try to get
a message or the name of the person calling so that when
Mr, Doe receives the call or makes it, he will be prepared
for discussion. Remember that a person having legitimate
business will not hesitate to be open about it.
11, When Mr, Doe leaves his office, even though you may know
where he can be located, do not divulge his whereabouts
to visitors or persons calling on the telephone unless you
have been specifically Instructed to do so. Instead,
offer to try to locate him for the person calling.
12, Before a conference in Mr, Doe’s office, arrange a
sufficient number of chairs, ash trays, etc. If you know
what the subject is to be, line up material likely to be
called for. Be ready for dictation or for locating files.
If you receive an important message for Mr. Doe or for one
of his visitors, type the message on a slip of paper,
quietly enter the room, and hEind it to the person for
whom it is Intended, When the conference is over, clean
ash trays, air and straighten out office,
13, At other times during the day, whenever Mr, Doe leaves his
office, empty his ash trays and di at them; arrange the
paper on his desk so that they will appear neat and or-
derly. NEVER LET HIM RETURN TO AN UNTIDY OFFICE.
14, You should be familiar with mail rates and telegram ser-
vices. It is helpful to have on hand a supply of stamps
and a dollar or two for incidentals, such as cigarettes,
lighter fluid, etc, Mr, Doe undoubtedly will be glad to
take care of this if you will remind him when the enve.--
3ope is running low,
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15, Keep files in perfect order. Read them thoroughly and
understand the material. File every day if possible.
When material is removed, charge it out in detail—dates,
subject, etc. Cross-reference material filed in one
place but dealing with another subject also.
Very important are grooming, cleanliness, and good manners.
Keep your hair fresh, your nails and polish in good condition,
your clothes neat and clean and in good taste. Watch your
weight. Rise to your superiors when they enter your office,
A girl who has a well groomed appearance, poise, and good man-
ners is often considered for promotion over another whose ;
ability may be greater but whose appearance is not good,
|
Develop personality. Be alive, alert, cheerful, and pleasant
to everyone. Have a ready smile but don’t be effusive. Do not
bring your troubles into the office. Do not be a prude but
|
maintain a certain dignity. You may appreciate a humorous re- ^
mark but do not think it necessar;';- to return it.
Read everything you can. Have at least a superficial knowledge
of current events, music, the theater, sports, best sellers,
etc. Be sure to Impress yourself with the correct spelling of
names and places in the news.
Be a positive individual. Speak up—do not mumble. Try always
to know what you are talking about so thd: if asked a question,
you can say "I know" rather than "I think,” If something
puzzles you that is within your province to know, make it a
point to investigate it.
Have confidence in your ability but don’t be overconfident.
Nervousness due to lack of confidence can obscure personality
and ability.
Concentrate upon messages and your dictation. If you don’t
understand something, ask to have it repeated—don’t guess. A
wrong guess is an error. In dictation, figure out when your
dictator prefers to repeat a word or phrase. It may be at the
time he has just said it, or he may prefer not to interrupt
his trend of thought but to go back after he has finished
dictating.
Use tact. For example, if your dictator has made an error
which is obvious to you, bring it to his attention by asking If
YOU have such a thing right, or should it be such-and-such a
way.
Be honest. Admit an error; don’t alibi it.
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v;hen two girls work for the same individual, it is important
that they get along well together. The main thing to remember
is that the person for whom they work must be served effi-
ciently. It doesn’t matter who takes the telephone message
or who handles a situation. The important thing is that the
job be done.
,
Share with your associate every bit of information dealing
with the work of the office. In this way no delays will be
encountered should one or the other be out of the office, A
girl's value is not measured by how poorly the office runs in
her absence. It is her Job to see that the work will not
suffer by the absence of anyone.
Familiarize yourself with the names of officials of the Company,
department heads, and persona v/ith whom you may come in con-
tact, Read your Year Book and telephone directory. Keep your
Year Book up to date by noting changes whenever they are
announced.
Keep a good dictionary handy and use it. Be sure to have one
that gives syllabication and refer to it when separating words,
Foreign words and phrases should be Included also.
The Travelers Insurance Company
November 23, 1946
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APPENDIX C
WILMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
DEPARTMENT OP BUSINESS EDUCATION
EMPLOYER’S REPORT
Student School
Employer ^Address
Employed from 19 To 19 Type of Business
Typical tasks performed:
1
.
2 .
5.
4.
(Information above this line to be filled In by the student)
(Information below this line to be filled in by the employer)
To the Employer: The cooperative position is a vital par;
of our educational scheme. Your constructive criticism enableu
the school to provide training for the student during his ” in-
school" period. Please state specifically your impression of
the follov/ing skills and traits:
Attendance: Days absent Times tardy
Skill Performance:
Typ ewri ting
Sho rthand
Pune tuation
____________
Spelling^
Machine Operation
Arithmetic
0?.jocHoa oijgrn
aHAWAJSa
^
HOTO HirvUI
w
KQiTAOijaii 28yjiic.ua yo '^JiaMTflAaaa
THoa::a c'lHaYCxiaMS
^loorioS ;t£tQbuiZ
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BeorrJ^eirg lo eqrc^^ GI oT GI Tnoil be^oIqinS
I
I
rbsrmoxTsq e^fsact Ibo
I
1 -
,X
.s
.5
j
{:fa^biT:^p srfv-t .oeXI.f:’! ©cf ot ©nil eMl ©vocTb nol:+fiiT?iolnI
)
-''II
^
'1
_-^ _
^ I'-nH - I ~MI ^ J
^
_ _*r*****irn*^'*^
j
(-T=!YoIq/:t9 erf^ bsllll ©d ol ©nil elrfd wcled noMBftrro'inl
I
jKaq l3:tlv 3 si noljleoq ©vlcts'isqooo ©riT :*i3YoIqrr!iy erii oT
[jeldsn© (;s1o111t:o ©vldorn:^ anoo 'icsoY .-iitortop. IurroldjaoiJb© *TLro 'Ic
i-rr}:’' a ^f{ ^nJi-nsb tnabi.rd-a ©rfj- no'i sniniani- sblvonq oi loodoa erfl
I
lo noleeaiqml inoY edsls sssel'I .bolnaq "loorfos
:allanl brta slll^fs snl'.vollol ©xfct
BsnilT ins s cfa sy-S^ :9on3bn©l:tA
:©ortJBiinol:'i©a Xiiyg
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^bxi8rid-T:of{o
no l:t 3 c/1 ortJt/a
_3nll £9 q8
nollftisqO enlrfoaM
ollsrnrfl tnA .
II
Bookkeeping^
Handwriting
Filing
Business Techniques:
Use of Telephone
Meeting People
Use of Sources of Information
(Dictionary, Telephone Directory, etc.
Office Housekeeping
‘
Businesslike Habits
Personal Traits:
Appearance
Manners
Industry
Adap tab i 1i ty
Speech
Punctuality
Initiative
Accuracy
Personal Hygiene
2ifrl;q3a:H>I&oa
Jt'Twba3H
: 3 3ifpJf:firici3T f>.esntRuQ
enorfqt'IaT lo eelJ
e lqool scricf'asM
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—
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List belov/ at least one major point upon which the stu
dent should aim to improve during the ” in- school" period.
General Rating
(Encircle) Superior Good Fair Poor Unacceptable
Employer *s Signature

1APPENDIX D
SPRING VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
CO-OPERATIVE TRAINING PROGRAM
Qnployer * s Report
Studen
Employer Type of Business
Employed from To
Please state specifically your impression of the following
skills and traits:
Typewriting
Shorthand
Punctuation
Spelling
Filing
Machine Operation
Skill Performance
Business Technique
Use of Telephone
Meeting People
Use of Sources of Information
(Reference Books)
Office Housekeeping
I
I
Business Habits

Rating Scale for Personal Traits
APPEARANCE Neat end
appropriate
Ordinary Slovenly
ABILIT7 TO LEARN Very quick Catches on
slowly
Needs repeated
instructions
ACCITRACY No errors Few errors Many errors
DEPENDABILITY Very reliable Sometimes
reliable
Unreliable
SPEED Past Moderate Slow
COOPERATIVENESS Co-operative Endeavors to
co-operate
Palls to
co-operate
CONSTRUCTIVE
THINKING
Originality Carries out
suggestions
Needs detailed
instructions
Please add any other comments you believe will be helpful.
Return a copy of this report at end of first two weeks and at
' termination of training. Keep a copy for your own files.
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APPENDIX E
ONEIDA HIGH SCHOOL
EMPLOYMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Name of Firm
Pill in each of the following blanks with references to
the high school people you could employ.
Number
Number of Each ^ype of Worker
Ledger clerks
Bookkeepers
Stock clerks
Stenographers
Salesmen
Billing clerks__
Other workers
Training Needed
(Check those that apply)
Sales clerks^
Office help ( general)
Cashiers
Filing clerks
Receiving clerks
Shipping clerks
Factory labor
High School graduate
First year high school
Second year high schooT
Third year high school_]
Commercial Course:
1. Stenographic Course,
which would Include
typing and shorthand_
2, Bookkeeping Course
3. General Business Course, whicpi
would include work suitable
for clerical workers
Art Course
Domestic Science
Music Course
Manual Training__
General Academlc_
Other Courses
Desirable Age
Types of Machines in your Office
Typewriters (Makes)
Addre s sing
Bookkeeping
Mimeo scope
Other Machines
Multigraph
Mimeograph
DlctatingJ
Adding
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APPRENTICE RATING SCHEDULE
Name Date
1. Personal appearance, poise, and speech
2. Attitude toward fellow workers
3. Attitude toward taking orders
4. Punctuality, etc.
5. Quality of preparation for work:
a. Typewriting
b . Shorthand
c • Bookkeeping
d. Filing
e. Machines
f. General
Please express your opinion of each student in a sentence or
short paragraph:
I

APPENDIX P
TWO WEEKS AT
THE HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
"And we get paid for this,” was the first thought that
came to my mind as I sat at my desk just before noon of ray
first day at work.
It was a grand experience for a high school girl to go
through and I’m sure the ptipils who didn’t want to go to work
would change their minds after a few hours on the Job.
Of course, since everything was arranged, the thing I
missed was the feeling of applying for the position that
everyone talks about- -when you make the first impression on
the boss or manager.
I was put into the stenographic department, which is a
large room filled with typev/riter s , desks, cabinets, with
all the different forms used in insurance, dictaphone machinej|
i
a ten-key electric adding machine which impressed me greatly,
and an electric mimeograph machine.
The first week, I typed out statements and bills. Every-
thing had to be done with about five carbon copies.. Not
being used to typing continuously for a whole day, I was
glad to be on ray way home for a week-end rest. The second
week was even more tiresome. But I was learning how to
type policies, endorsements and letters which were hand
written in terrible handwriting, with the words abbreviated
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so that "copies" would read "cps" or "amount" would read
"amt." That is where ray shorthand came in handy because when
I came across "amt,," I would write it in shorthand and then
I knew what it was.
There are many little incidents which occurred while at
work, on the way to work and back home, which would take me
hours to write about. They probably wouldn't be very inter-
esting for anyone else to read about, but I know I shall
never forget a few of the main incidents and the wonderful
opportunity the Suffield High School faculty has given me,
Helen Kolakowski
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APPENDIX G
PERSONALITY CHART
Prepared by
TRANSCRIPTION SUPERVISORS* ASSOCIATION
New York City
APPEARANCE
Exolanation
V/earlng Apparel
1. Coat or suit 1. Of conservative cut and color.
2. Dress
•
2. Of conservative cut and color.
Modish but not extreme as to
length of skirt and sleeve
and as to depth of neckline.
Even as to hemline.
3. Accessories 3. Immaculate. Free from rip and
tear.
4. Hat 4. Modish and becoming but not
rakish or bizarre.
5. Shoes 5. Clean. Straight of heel.
Conservative. (Fragmentary
heels and toes in poor taste.)
6
.
Jewelry 6. Appropriate to the costume.
Unobtrusive.
7. Restraining
garments
7. Girdle, brassiere, etc. when
necessary.
Personal Grooming
1. Hair 1. Clean, vital, neat suitably
coiffed for daytime wear. Of
natural color.
2. Skin 2. Clean and clear.
3. Brows 3. Following the natural lines.
4. Teeth 4. Free from stain.
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5. Kails 5. Vi/ell tended. Free from nic-
otine or other stain. Re-
strained tinting permissible
if desired.
6 . Make-up 6 . Restrained. Suited to daytime
wear and to one ’ s natural
coloring.
c. Posture
1. Carriage 1. Body erect. Shoulders back.
2. Walk 2. Toes in. Step light and
springy.
3. Hands 3. Quiet. Avoidance of swinging
in wide arc on walking.
SPEECH
A. Voice
1. Timbre 1. Pleasant. Well modulated.
B. Diction
1. Vocabulary 1. Clearly enimciated. Restric-
ted to accepted usage. Absence
of slang or colloquialisms.
HEALTH
A. Vigor
1. Energy 1. Acquired by balanced diet,
rest, and recreation.
2. Stamina 2. Giving capacity for sustained
effort.
3. Emotional stab-
' ility
3. Self-possession and control
under ordinary circumstances
and under pressure.
ATTITUDE
A. Toward the Job
1. Alertness 1. Indicating an intelligent
curiousity
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2. Enthusiasm 2. At all times.
3, Punctiliousness 3. Ability to view the job as
dissociated from personalities
in it. Ability to accept
criticism and praise construc-
tively.
Toward Fellow-workers
1. Courtesy 1. Under any and all provocation.
2. Considerateness 2. Of the opinions, preferences,
idiosyncrasies, and limita-
tions of others, with disre-
gard for idle gossip.
3. Cooperativeness 3. With subordinates and super-
iors .
CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES
Dependability
1. Trustworthiness 1. In one’s entire professional
relationship with fellow-
workers. In one’s willingness
to 'follow through” a piece of
work to its satisfactory con-
clusion, Integrity,
2. Discretion 2. In the handling of confiden-
tial information.
3. Punctiliousness 3. In the carrying out, without
supervision, of company rules
and regulations.
This chart has been prepared by the Transcription Super-
visors’ Association as a guide to students who intend to seek
employment in business offices.
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APPENDIX H
A TRAINING PLAN
The Hartford Fire Insurance Company has put into effect
a combined in-service and school-training program, the object
of which is to furnish actual work experience as a part of
education and to provide office help for various Departments
of the Company. Twelve seniors of the Suffield High School,
members of the office practice class, are to work for the
Company for two weeks at a time. Four jobs are being filled
by these students, one each in the Stenographic, Inland
Marine, Accounting and Reinsurance Departments.
The students are divided into three groups. They work
for two weeks and go to school for four weeks, thus keeping
the four jobs permanently filled. Each two-week training
period the students are placed in different departments until
each has completed the full cycle. School credit will be
given for the work and the students will be paid by the
Company.
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